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Eastern celebrate~he 39th Parents'Weekend with various
D
ac:Wities.
Section B
Parents Weekend 1991

BOG faculty could
strike by Tuesday
.. · By JAMIE RltEV
Administration editor

Signs of the times
Eight members of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity and EARTH, Enhancing ~wareness Respe~t Towar~s
Humanity, march in support of Eastern faculty Thursday in front of Old Main. The group continued thezr
march later through residence halls and the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. See story, page 3A.

Temptations to top Parents Weekend
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

In celebration of this year's
Parents Weekend, the Panthers
take on Southwest Missouri State
at 1:30 p.m. at O'Brien Stadium
and the Temptations will take the
stage in Lantz at 8 p.m. Saturday.
The tradition of Parents Weekend actually began as Parents Day
39 years ago in 1952 during the
polio epidemic that hit Coles
County, according to back issues
of the News.
Eastern students invited their
parents to attend a Panther football game, which the Panthers
Jost 41-0 to Central Michigan
University.
From 1953 to 1958, each
Parents Day was traditionally
highlighted by a football game,
parents' lunch before or after the
game and· a tour of the university's buildings and residence halls.
In 1959, the Parents Day pro-

gram was moved from the fall to
the spring in conjunction with
Greek Week be~ause, "students
thought spring and social activities would be more interesting to
parents than a football game,"
· said former director of University
Relations, Kenneth Hesler, in the
Oct. 1, 1976, issue of the Eastern
News.
Starting in 1962, celebration of
the program was moved back to
the fall and was extended to
include the· whole weekend, thus
the name Parents Weekend. An
added feature was a guest lecture
for parents and students to enjoy
together.
Beginning in 1969, concerts
were added to the agenda. Featured entertainers ranged from
Frank Fontaine, Henry Mancini,
Bill Cosby, Bob Hope to Burl
Ives.
·
Fifteen years ago, Eastern students and their parents enjoyed a
performance given by Burl Ives at

8 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 1, 1976,
in Lantz Gymnasium. Ives, an
Eastern alumnus, attended Eastern in 1928 and 1929 and played
the position of guard on the
Panther's football team. In celebration of the weekend, the
Panthers took on Central Missouri State University and defeated
the visitors with a score of 41-14.
It was Eastern's fourth straight
victory.
Ten years ago on Nov. 8, 1981,
students and parents enjoyed
another Panther victory as the
football team defeated the Ferris
State Bulldogs 42-14 in front of
10,200 fans. That night Red
Skelton took to the stage at 8 p.m.
in Lantz Gym and was given two
standing ovations. The popular
entertainer's performance was
sold out two weeks before the
show. Skelton had been asked to
come back to Eastern for Parents
Weekend after two popular shows

· editor

Two new streets crossing campis will be officially opened Friday

i'temoon in a ceremony with Gov.
Edgar and other state and local
legislators, according to City
Pngineer Mark Dwiggins.
Edgar Drive and Roosevelt
Avenue will both be officially
ned at 1:30 p.m. east of c ·arman
I. Edgar Drive is the new road
connecting Ninth Street with
IDinois Route 130, and Roosevelt
Avenue is the link from Fourth
Street to Ninth Street.
Edgar, a Charleston native, is
scheduled to attend the ribbon cutting ceremony with state Rep. Mike
Weaver, R-Ashmore, and state Sen.

Harry "Babe" Woodyard, RChrisman, Dwiggins said.
Charleston Mayor Wayne Lanman and Eastern President Stan
Rives are also planning to attend,
he added.
Although vehicles have been
using the new routes for several
weeks, the Charleston City Council
will officially open and name the
streets in a special council meeting
at 1 p.m. Friday.
High winds blew down the barricades closing the streets last month
and city officials decided to keep
the streets open.
Construction began last fall on
the new roads, which were built in
an attempt to alleviate traffic congestion through residential areas
along Woodlawn and Taft avenues.

• Chicago State reacts to a possible
strike. See story,
Page 3A.
• Students continue
to march in support
of faculty. See story,
Page 3A.
The faculty at all five Board of
Governors universities have been
working under an extended contract
since Sept. 1, when the contract
originally expired. Since this summer, the board and the union have
been involved in negotiations,
which were stopped last week until
a mediator could be secured.
The union is requesting salary
equity, no cuts in health care benefits and faculty access to an early

t Continued on page 2A

J:ohnson may increase
student Al DS awareness
By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

In the past few days, the
images of Magic Johnson have
changed from a smooth passer,
team leader and all-star basketball player to a superstar infected with the HIV virus - the
virus that causes AIDS.
"I was shocked, but I didn't
:t Continued on page 2A
feel it was impossible," said
Kavien Martin, guard on Eastern 's mens basketball team.
"You feel like, ' Man, why
Final costs for the project are esti- Magic? He's so popular.' But in
mated to be between $1.2 and $1.3 turn, I felt that maybe it was the
million, according to Lanman.
worst thing to happen to him,
Edgar, a 1968 Eastern graduate, but the pest thing to happen to
was elected Illinois governor last AIDS (acquired immune defifall. Naming the street after him ciency syndrome)."
was a show of.local pride, Lanman
On Thursday, Nov. 8, Earvin
said at the last city council meeting.
"Magic" Johnson announced his
"A lot of people thought we
retirement after he - a heteroshould name it Edgar Drive ...
sexual male - had been infected
because he's probably the only governor who'll come from Char- with the HIV virus. Johnson said
that he acquired it on an
leston," Lanman said.
Roosevelt Avenue was chosen as. unknown date having unprotectthe other street's name in keeping ed sex with a woman in one of
with the Charleston tradition of the National Basketball Assocnaming east-west streets after for- iation cities.
"I was the one most NBA
mer presidents in a sequence.
players
looked up to when it
"It would fit right in," Lanman
came
to
women,"Johnson
said in
said recently of the new name.
his 24-page article in Sport's

Edgar, Rives to open Edgar Drive
ly CHRIS SUNDHEIM

Faculty legally could strike as
early as Tuesday now that the
University Professionals of Illinois,
1rte·CJrimn ~inrgncdny -ar al1
five Board of Governors universities, filed an intent to strike
Wednesday.
The union took a strike vote at all
five Board of Governors universities - which includes Eastern,
Chicago State, Governors State,
Northeastern Illinois and Western
Illinois universities - Monday and
Tuesday. Of the 75 percent of faculty who voted, 71 percent authorized
the union to call for a strike if mediation with the BOG, which begins
Tuesday, fails.
"That's just normal procedure.
After you take a strike vote, you
follow it up with an intent to
strike," said Jayne Ozier, UPI chief
negotiator and Eastern's UPI chapter president.
"It's a legal step, so what it
means is we would not strike for
five days," Ozier said. "But after
five days we have the legal right to
strike. But that doesn't mean we
will strike."
Both Ozier and UPI President
Mitch Vogel emphasized .that the
union will not call for a strike until
mediation has failed. "We're still
hopeful .to resolve this through

mediation," Ozier said.
"Mediation is scheduled for
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m., and we're
going tnto mediation with the desire
that we will settle," said Ozier.
"A promise and pledge we 're
making 'is we wifl not go on strike
until after mediation," Vogel said,
adding "UPI does not want a
strike."

Illustrated. "I lived the kind of
life that most guys in the league
wanted to lead. Now I'm pleading for every athlete and entertainer who has been 'out there'
to get tested and, from now on,
to practice safe sex."
Johnson is one of two players
- along with Boston Celtic Larry
Bird - who is credited with the
creation of the modern day
NBA. A 12-year veteran, Johnson was a star for the Los Angeles Lakers and a three-time
basketball world champion.
Even before Johnson's call for
testing in Associated Press stories Wednesday, hospitals in the
nation's larger cities were reporting the numbers of heterosexuals requesting AIDS tests
were so great that they had to
turn people away.
"I think we have to take it out
of the realm of basketball," said
Rick Samuels, Eastern head basketball coach. "He was a basketball player. If he was a lawyer or
anybody else, he's still going to ·
be infected with the HIV virus."
But what affect will this have
on Eastern 's campus when it
· comes to sex? According to
Susan Woods, human sexuality
• Continued on page 2A
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MAU
RICES
20°/o OFF

BOG
t From page one
retirement program available to other state employees.
According to Ozier, both sides have agreed on
everything except an equity pool that would brin~ faculty salaries up to the national norm. Faculty salanes at
the BOG universities are an average of 15 percent
below national norms, something Vogel refers to as
"the loyalty tax."
"In reality what (the loyalty tax) is, is a 15 percent

gap in our salaries," Vogel said. He said t.he faculty at
all the BOG universities are proving therr loyalty by
working for lower salaries.
BOG . spokeswoman Michelle Brazell. s~id
Wednesday that the board is ready to enter mediatJ.on
and emerge with a new faculty contract.
"We see that (the strike vote) is a step in the process
that (the UPI) felt they had to take," she said. "We're
really not that far apart (on issues) .. (The B~,_is) committed to making it work and avertJ.ng a strike.

Johnson

Friday, Saturday, Sunday 11/ 15-11/ 17

*ALL SWEATERS
* ALL DRESS ES
*MARKED DOWN MERCBANDISE
(20 % off lowest ticket price)

MAURICES
WEST PARK PLAZA

Charleston
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• From page one
and women's health teacher at
Eastern, college students have been
lax in AIDS testing and awareness.
"I think in general students are
very distant from concerns about
AIDS," Woods said. "(They think)
that's something that happens to
other people."
Woods did point out that acquiring AIDS can and does happen to
college students. In a random survey of health services in 1989, two
out of every 1,000 students tested
had the HIV virus.
"We're talking at Eastern 20 to
25 people who are HIV positive,"
Woods said. "If they're heterosexuals (that are infected), I think. (the
probability is) very low that they'll
be tested."

She did say, however, -that AIDS
is still considered a homosexual
and drug-user disease, and not a
heterosexual problem.
"I think heterosexuals have been
very reluctant to consider themselves at risk," she said. "This
(Johnson's case) may greatly
increase awareness that anyone can
be vulnurable (to AIDS) that is sexually active."
Johnson's direct effect on the
AIDS issue will be a small one,
according to Woods, as she feels
not many people can relate to him.
"I think it's a start on this campus," Woods said. "Nationally it's
clear that people who identify with
Magic are affected. I don't think it's
a majority of Eastern (students
who) identify with him. (But) it's a
start, and it's a very positive

announcement in terms of the battle
against AIDS."
"I hope it does two things,"
Samuels said of Johnson's affliction. "I hope it creates the avenue
for society to address the issue of
the HIV virus and how it is spread.
Obviously, he did some things he
shouldn't have done or he wouldn't
have been infected.
"I think that's what we have to
address, and I hope that's what
Magic Johnson will address - that
I've done some things I shouldn't
have done," he added. "We not
only need to practice safe sex, we
need to practice abstinence until
marriage. Then we are the safest
we will be."
--Sports Editor Don O'Brien contributed to this report.

Temptations.
copter to bring Bob Hope the football. He then proceeded to "tee-off' the football with a golf club.
The Panthers went on to trounce the Winona State
Warriors 64-0 to improve their record of 8-1.
Hope, along with singer Debby Whorely, entertained
..
concert-goers at 8 p.m. that night in Lanf?. . ..

:j: From page one

in 1977.
Five years ago, on Nov. 1, 1986, the Parents
Weekend crowd of 11,856 was treated to a different
kind of introduction to the football game. Four paratroopers from the lOlst Airborne jumped from a heli-
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$1 00 -- Jumbo Drafts &Roe's Shots
$2@ -- Jumbo Mixers, Baltimore Zoos,
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Hot Mixers by Brian Tucker
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Judy's
Hallmark Shop
Yoz-t 're Invited
Join us for a taste of the Holiday Spirit!
We would like to extend our warm
appreciation to you, our loyal customer, and
invite you to visit us during our

"OPEN HOUSE"
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, & Sunday
November 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th
and receive

10% Discount*

"When You Care Enough To Send The Very Best•

Judy~s

Hallmark Shop
West Park Plaza, Charleston
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-5
. Phone 348-5473

Asst. night editor .............. Chris Sundheim
Photo editor ............................ Scott Pfeifer
Copy desk .........................Jennifer Bryden
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Make Judy's Hallmark your headquarters for
all your Holiday Needs
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(No purchase necessary. Winner need not be present to win)

Sports editor ...................................Don O'Brien
Assoc. sports edttor............................Ken Ryan
Verge editor .................................lim Shellberg
Assoc. Verge editor ....................Jason Winders
Senior reporter ...................................Jill Sauter
Art director. ..........................................Rich Bird
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Sales mgr. ...................................Steve Hanson
Promotions mgr.....................Joann Shemroske
Student bus. mgr ............................ Amy Dewey
Business mgr ...........................Glenn Robinson
Editorial adviser ................................John Ryan
Publications adviser ........................David Reed
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•Free imprinting on boxed Christmas cards
purchased before November 18th.
•Free coffee and cookies.
•Register to win. Judy's Hallmark Shop will be
giving away one turkey per day at our
Charleston location until Thanksgiving.
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*Excludes Precious Moments bisque figurines.
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CAA approves diversity courses to fulfill requirements
By TYLER PIERCE
Staff writer

The Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday approved a list of cultural diversity courses that will fulfill the three credit
hour cultural diversity graduation requirement at Eastern.
The list, which was developed by a CAA
subcommittee comprised of council members Timothy Shonk, Bill Higelmire and

Matthew Monippallil, contains the names
of 36 courses which will meet the requirement.
The council rejected a proposed amendment by CAA member Kathlene Shank
which would have altered the list somewhat. In place of the proposals made by
Shank, CAA Chair Ken Sutton said he
would send a letter with the minutes of
Thursday's meeting in addition to inviting
people who wish to add courses to the list

to bring their proposals io the council.
The council also discussed a proposed
amendment to the catalog regarding class
attendance, which was approved by the
council earlier this year.
Under the amendment, the first paragraph of the policy would read: "Students
are expected to attend class meetings as
scheduled unless prevented by illness, an
official university activity, or a recognized
emergency."

The copy previously approved by the
council read: "Students are expected to
attend all class meetings as scheduled."
"They're doing that to give the students
some form of appeal," Sutton said. "If their
absence is due to a true illness or an official university activity, then they've got
some ground through the catalog."
Sutton said the council will vote on the
amendment at next week's meeting.

Chicago State teachers
serious about a strike
By JAMIE RILEY
Administration editor
Editor's note: This is the final
piece in a four part series
explorin g how the other four
Board of Governors universities
are handling the possible faculty
strike.

Trenton Fredrick, student
board representative at Chicago
State University, said the responsibility lies on the student governments at the five Board of
Governors universities to help
prevent a strike.
"All the student government
associations need to get together
and let Jim Edgar know we are
of voting age. With all the students in the Board of Governors
universities , you have 27 ,000
voters, plus the parents. We need
to start a registration drive now
to let Jim Edgar know the power
we have as voters," Fredrick
said.
Chicago State University is a
four-year university in Chicago
with 8,500 students.
The faculty at all five Board of
Governors universities - which
includes Eastern, Chicago State,
Governors State, Northeastern
Illinois and Western Illinois universities - have been working
1D1der an extended contract since
pt. 1, when the contract origily expired.
The University Professionals
f Illinois, the union representing
e faculty at all the Board of
overnors universities, has been
egotiating with the Board of
overnors since this summer.
owever, negotiations stopped
t week when both the UPI and
he BOG agreed to undergo
ediation, which is scheduled to
gin Tuesday in Bloomington.
A vote taken at all five BOG
niversities Monday and Tuesy, showed 71 percent of the 75
rcent 'of voting faculty authoe<tQPI executives to call for a
·ke:·ifmeaiation fails.
redrick also believes it is the
sponsibility of the student govments to inform the students
the details of a possible strike.
"The student government assoiations at the schools need to
t together and inform the stunts. They were elected to do
at," Fredrick said. "Unless
ere's a united front, we're
oing to be in trouble."
According to Fredrick, the fact
that negotiations have not gone

well is not the fault of the Board
of Governors, but the fault of the
state.
"The Board of Governors has
wanted to give them a raise for
the past two years but they don't
have the money to do it," he said,
adding that the board can't give
the faculty more money until the
state allocates additional money
to the board. "The simple fact is
that you can send Dr. Layzell all
the mail in the world, but nothing
can be done until the state appropriates more money," he said.
"They have the board going
through mediations, but the legislators know the board can make
all the promises in the world
without the money to back it up,"
Fredrick said.
Fredrick also said the state lottery should be putting money
into higher education, especially
after former Gov. James Thom-.
pson signed a bill stating that a
certain percentage of lottery
money must go to education.
The students at Chicago State
University "feel the same as anywhere," Fredrick said. "They
aren't realizing where to address
questions or where to address
comments."
Fredrick said the students support the teachers, although they
don't necessarily want to a strike.
"It's hard not to support the
teachers," Fredrick said. "You
don't want to lose good teachers."
Several meetings have been
held at Chicago State University
for students to question the
administration about the impending strike, George Brockman,
photo editor of the Chicago State
University bi-monthly newspaper, The Tempo said.
"Based on the participants
reactions, it was pretty wordy.
The students were asking many
questions," Brockman said. This
was the third or fourth meeting
of the sort at Chicago State, he
added.
Apparently, the administration
has been as open as possible with
information at Chicago State
University.
"Basically they have been giving us all they information they
have, which they get form the
board. The board doesn't have a
lot of information to give,"
Fredrick said.
·
The teachers at Chicago State
University are the silent ones,
according to Brockman. "Teachers seem to be quite serious
about the strike," Brockman said.

DAN KOONCE /Photo editor

On the cutting edge
Sophomore graphic design major Terrence Trimuel (left) and Monjero Elston, Junior PE major, cut wood
behind the Union McDonalds for a design class assignment in which students had to design a three-dimensional wood project.

Studen~s

march in support of faculty

By R. FRANK BIRD
and J.A. WINDERS
Staff writers

Despite threatening skies, low
attendance and no faculty partici pa ti on, Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc., and the organization for Enhancing Awareness
Respect Towards Humanity
marched in support of Eastern
faculty Thursday at 11 a.m.
Six members of EARTH formerly Eastern Illinois Students and Community Concerned
About Peace or EISCCAP - met
with Kappa Alpha Psi members
Mark Stovall and Fernaldo
Miller in the walkway of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union to begin a march
toward Old Main.
After crossing through the
building, the combined group
circled the parking lot, attracting attention from the traffic
along Lincoln Ave.
EARTH Co-president Diane
Clegg stressed that her organization desires "respect for what
the faculty has to say. Faculty

are leaving becau.s e of the pay,
and the university is losing these
highly qualified teachers and
replacing them with less qualified (ones). A.good education is
still available here, but you have
to schedule (it) in," she said.
Clegg said there are approximately 25 active members in
EARTH but unfortunately the
decision to march was made at
the last minute.
"We couldn't get a hold of all
of our members," she said.
EARTH members were not
discouraged by the size of the
group, however.
"What we're disappointed
about is the way the teachers
have been treated," said Tadd
Scroeder, EARTH member.
·Stovall said student support
for the faculty is vital.
"You've got to do it 100 percent if you 're gonna be out
there," Stovall said. "The teachers need the students, anq we 're
trying to get them on this bandwagon."
After several laps in front of
Old Main, .the group headed

toward Coleman Hall where
their message attracted the
attention of classes in session as
well as faculty members.
"I don't understand why they
aren't at Old Main," political
science Professor Peter Leigh
said. "But I'm glad to see the
students supporting the faculty."
The residence halls of the
south quad were also visited by
the marchers , where reaction to
the two groups' actions were
mixed.
"I don't have a problem with
them being here," said Dontoe
Tomei , Taylor Food Service
worker. "They have a right to
their opinion."
"They didn't seem very
enthusiastic," said Chris Soprych, Thomas Hall resident.
"Why doesn't somebody tell
them to get back in class?" said
Mike Downing, senior music
major.
"This (the march) could cause
problems and make things worse
or it could help the situation,"
said poug Wineberner, junior.
"I'm not really sure."
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o:~~ Eastern News Parents Weeken~: More than a shopping trip

OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1991

This weekend
39th annual
for parents ·
Since 1952 parents have had a special
day set aside to invade the campus to see
where their children live, study, work and
play.
·
In 1962 Parents Day became Parents
Weekend.
It is one of the best opportunities for parents to come to campus and enjoy a variety of activities, see how the campus has
changed since their last visit, meet their
child's new friends and catch up on all of
the campus happenings
all in the same weekend. ,
In the past some of
the highlights of Parents
Weekend included: country singer Crystal
Gayle, comedian Rich Little, actor Steve
Allen, actress Jane Meadows and even Bob
Hope.
This year's university-sponsored highlights will include a continental breakfast,
deli box lunch, the football game, which ·
will put the Panthers up against the
Southwest Missouri State Bears.
And the . University Board-sponsored
concert for Parents Wekend will feature the
popular 60's group The Temptations.
For those who were not lucky enough to
purchase tickets to the .concert, there are
always the movies at Will Rogers, and you
can even take mom and dad to one of the
local establishments for some refreshments. The university bowling alley could
also provide some weekend entertainment.
But aside from all of the activities, some
of the best parts of Parents Weekend will
be just spending time with mom and dad.
Many students look forward to visiting
parents with the high expectation of a
good meal at one of the local restaurants
and the possibility of going shopping.
.
But the real meaning of Parents
Weekend is to spend time with your par-

T.G.l.F.
I never thought t the weekend
would ever come around again.
This week a lot of things have been
happening in the world.
The nation is still in shock over
Magic Johnson, Gov. Jim Edgar will
have a street in Charleston named
after him, of over 10,000 Eastern
students 648 voted in the Student
Government elections, the Verge
editors tell me Keith Richards has a Ann
new album coming out on Tim
Shellberg's birthday, Dec. 10, a •G•ll•I_____
strike may happen on Eastern's
campus, as well as four other campuses under the Board
of Governors system if mediation fails, which I hope it
doesn't and its Parents Weekend at Eastern.
Yes, its Parents Weekend.
The time when the parental units come to campus to
see what you are doing now that your on your own, that
is not living in their house.
And it's the time when students expect mom and dad
to take them out to eat and buy them some "equipment."
My first year at Eastern Mom and Dad Gill came down
to Chucktown for a weekend of football, campus tours,
shopping, eating "real" food and even a trip to the
Lincoln Log Cabin.
We didn't go to the concert or to any of the other
scheduled university activities, because we had a two
hour wait at a local restaurant.
But, I soon realized that eating out and shopping is
not the meaning of Parents Weekend. Parents Weekend
is a time to thank your parents for all of the things that
they do for you.
We all get a little upset with our parents sometimes
and they say and do things that we really don't like. My
dad for example is a fan of singer Patsy Oine and I really

don't care for her music and I am sure Dad would say the
same about Tom Petty. But those little things that bother
us we must put aside. I know our parents do the same.
However, I was a little upset last year when my
parental units were unable to make it down.
My dad who is an avid football fan had made a commitment to do some stats for the "Coalers" my high
schools football team who were advancing in the IHSA
state playoffs and this year I am still unsure if mom and
dad will be able to make it down, because the "Lady
Coaters" are on their way to the state volleyball tournament.
Aside from all of that, I realized that the time you do
spend with your parents is very valuable.
Mom and Dad came down for Homecoming this year
and we had a great time. I took Mom to Thirsty's and
while we were there we ran into Krissy, a friend from
high school and we talked about how great it would be If
we could get our parents to come this weekend and how
funny it would be to get Krissy's dad in the upside down
shot chair.
We seemed to agree that spending time with our par·
ents would be a lot of fun and that it would be great to
hang out with our parental units.
If Mom and Dad do come down I just want to go out
and spend some time with them. After I graduate I don't
know where I will be and how often I will be able to see
them and this could be the last time that I will be able to
share my college experiences with my parents.
I guess what I am trying to say is that you may on~
have one opportunity to share the experience of Parents
Weekend with mom and dad, so make it good.
And if they don't make it down, I will always have the
memories of Parents Weekend 1989 and Homecoming.
Thanks Mom and Dad and to all the Mom's and Dad's
who support their children
Welcome to Eastern, have a great time and Mr. Wills I
will be looking for you at Thirsty's on Saturday and if you
hear some Patsy Oine you know my dad's in town.

Editorial

.

ents and thank them for the things that
they do for you.
Moms and dads The News welcomes
you to Eastern and we encourage students
to take this opportunity to spend time with
their parents and enjoy the weekend.

There's no place like home.
Dorothy
Wizard of Oz

VOUF
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Professor clarifies
points of letter
sent to students

Dear editor:
1 appreciate your coverage of
the FAR letter fiasco. Let me just
clarify a few points in your article.
After I curved the exam, there
were not an "increqible number
of Fs" as the temporary art teacher was quoted as saying. There
were 31 in a class of 144. Four
extra credit questions · appeared
on the exam. Students passed
with 20 out of 54. The grades
were curved up two letter
grades; the only Fs scored 19 or
below. I thought that the curve
was extraordinarily generous
given the mediocre attendance
. often found in general education
courses. As I taught the material,
I virtually gave away all of the
answers on the exam. Also,
every single question had a positive discrimination index. Not a
single student complained to me
before or after the curve was
announced. I might add that the

young man who was kind enough
to relay his feelings ,upon receiving the letter did not drop the
course because of any problem
with the course but dropped
because of an overload.
The letter was demeaning to
students and faculty and scared a
number of students who came to
· me and expressed concern. The
best response to it came from
one student who told me that he
threw it in the wastebasket. In
my opinion, no administrator has
the right to send a letter to a
class unless there is a dire emergency such as a professor disappearing from campus (as happened once). The letter was
totally unnecessary; and I asked
the Assistant Dean not to send it,
telling her that I'd pass it on to
higher groups. Sending it was, in
my opinion, an unprecedented
act of administrative arrogance.
I always treat-my students with
the utmost respect, bringing
them controversial ideas, and I
will fight for their right to be
treated as intelligent people. I
like to think that J too am a lifelong student of the arts, human-

ities, social sciences, and oth
areas as well.
Doug DIBI

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News enco
ages letters to the editor concer
ing any local, state, national
international issue.
Letters should be less than 3
words. For the letter to be print
the name of the author, in additl
to the author's address and tel
phone number, must be included.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.

Guest column poli
The Daily Eastern News en
ages readers to submit gue
columns concerning any topic
issue that may be relevant to
readership.
Columns should be restricted
less than three typewritten dou
spaced pages.
Guest columns will be publish
·at the discretiori of the editor
page editor and the editor in chief
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Campus offers no AIDS testing
By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

Although an AIDS test is not an
option at Eastern's Health Service,
tests for all other sexually transmitted diseases are available at Health
Service, which is located in the
Oinical Services Building.
''The problem that we have with
AIDS testing is that, if it's a positive, there has to be offered a confidential conference," said Sue
Lipka, head nurse for the service.
"We have a problem with the uni~
versity as to the confidentiality. We
were told by the Board of
Governors' legal system not to do
that."
The problem with testing AIDS
- or acquired immune deficiency
syndrome - as opposed to other
STD's is that AIDS is considered a
legal matter as well as a health
problem, Lipka said.
Students who want a test for an
STD must go to Health Service and
pick up their health record at the
front desk Once the record is
attained, the students are sent to a
treatment room where a nurse will
perform a culture, pap smear for
women, or blood test - whichever

is necessary.
Awareness due to AIDS and
other sexually transmitted diseases
has been causing a rise in condom
sales since 1988, according to Lou
Marble, registered physician at
Health Service.
'The reason we stock them is not
for contraception purposes but to
retard the spread of sexually transmitted diseases," Marble said.
"(Sales) will probably increase"
since Magic Johnson announced he
has the virus that causes AIDS,
Marble added.
On Tuesday, Nov. 8, Earvin
Johnson - one of the highest profile
players in the NBA - retired from
basketball after contracting the HIV
virus.
The increase of month to month
condom sales after publicity was
raised about AIDS was from zero
to 800, Marble said.
"We didn't even stock them three
years ago," Marble said. "If they
wanted them, they would have had
to go to vending machines or in
town at one of the local pharmacys
where the .t;>rice is considerably
higher."
Both men as well as women
have come in to purchase the con-

doms, sold at the Health Service in
white envelopes in packets of six
for$1.
Pamphlets include information
on AIDS, condoms, sexually transmitted diseases, AIDS prevention,
the surgeon general's report on
AIDS and on HIV counseling and
testing.
Marble said students should be
able to avoid the embarrassment of·
purchasing condoms in face to face
confrontations with university
workers, and cited the need for
more accessibility.
"I would really like to see them
in the dorms and the vending
machine rooms," Marble said.
"After all, we close here at 4:30
every afternoon. The health service
closes at 11 p.m. every Friday. But
there are no vending machines in
our lobbies or even in the rest of the
health service. To my knowledge
we 're the only place you can get
condoms on campus.
"I think housing should really
look into it and make it more available," Marble added.
Completely confidential AIDS
tests are available for $10 at the
Public Health Department, located
at 825 18th Street.

Locker room burglarized at Lantz Gym
By JENNIFER MILLER
and JACENTA WILSON
Staff writers
Two members of the University
of Northern Iowa swim team
reported to police Saturday that the
lockers they were issued at Lantz
Gym had been burglarized.
The victims stated that the stolen
University of Northern iowa bags
contained items such as tapes,
clothing, personal stereos and toilet
kits with a total value of more _than

:S360.
Ryan Person of Runnells, Iowa,
and Jay Atwood of Urbandale,
Iowa, said in police reports that
lhey locked their gym bags in the
locker at 12:30 p.m.
When they came back to the
locker at 4:45 p.m., they discovered
the bags were missing. The alleged
burglar left only a bottle of shampoo in the locker.
University police are still investigating the crime and have no suspects.
• An Eastern student and two
other local residents were victims
of vehicle damage last week,
according to Charleston Police

Department reports.
Eastern student Scott Flannery,
2112 Ninth St., reported criminal
damage to his vehicle last Friday.
Flannery said the driver's side
window had been shattered some
time between 10 p.m. and 11 :45
p.m. while the. vehicle was parked
in Thi'rsty's bar parking lot, 221
'sixth St. Tunya Escue, manager of
the bar, said there had been a fight
outside the bar earlier in the
evening and the window may have
been broken during the fight.
Flannery said nothing was taken
from the vehicle.
• Ford Hall resident Aaron Hill
reported to police Sunday that his
red and white 1979 Ford Bronco
had been vandalized.
The Bronco, which was parked
in front of the Bloomfield Building,
in University Court, would not start
at about 2 a.m. Sunday morning, so
Hill walked home.
When he returned at 11:30 a.m.
the passenger side door had been

kicked in.
An estimate of the damage is still
pending and police have no suspects in the case.
• Betty Cutright, 1020 Monroe
Ave., reported criminal damage to
her vehicle Monday. Cutright said
an unknown suspect or suspects
broke out the back window of her
vehicle some time between 6:30
a.m. and 3 p.m.
_ According to police reports, it
appeared that the window was shot
out by a BB or another small, round
object. Also discovered were small
scratches on the passenger's side
door.
The vehicle had been parked in a
garage and the walk-through door
had been left unlocked, Cutright
said.
• The heat detector and two ceiling tiles on the first floor of Taylor
Hall were damaged Monday.
When police arrived on the scene
they found the ceiling tiles had
holes punched in them, but the heat
detector showed no signs of tampering. Authorities could find no
witnesses to the crime. An electrician was called in to reset the detector. There are no suspects.
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The Country's Best yogurt
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Bring in this AD
And Receive
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50¢ OFF
A Regular Cup Or Larger
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OFFER GOOD THRU DEC. 12, 1991.
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WELCOMES PARENTS
DOORS
OPEN .. ·.4

NO COVER

o'clock (TIL 7PM)
SUPER .DRAFTS ....... 7f,¢
.
PITCHERS
........... . $200
LONGN ECKS . . . . . . . . . s1 00
HOT DOGS . . . . . . . . . . . 10
SATURDAY .NIGHT
SUPER DRAFTS ....... 75¢
$200
PITCHERS

3-SHOT

SUPER MIXERS .....
AMARETTO SOUR - SLOW GIN FIZZ - RUM-N-COKE
WHISKEY SOUR - BLUE TAIL FLY - TOM COLLINS

QUARTS ............ . $175
THIRSTV'S DISCOUNT KEG. SERVICE

NAT. LT - 340.0 plus tax/deposit
MILL
BEST
,.

50 FREE CUPS WITH KEG.
ICE 50¢ LARGE BAG

HONAN REsfA'UR'ANT
Welcome Parents

We Can Help!

Mandarin, Hunan & Cantonese Cuisine

*Free Pregnancy Testing
*Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives

Lunch: 11 am-2:30 pm
Dinner: 4-9 pm
Weekdays
Weekends: 4-10 pm

24 Hour Hotline
345-5000

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach

ONCAM...

a rt y 's

$6.29

$2.99
3 for $ 1 Burgers

Choice of Any Chicken:

4 o'clock:
All day/ All nite: $ 1.50 Wine Coolers
Tonite: 2 for $ 1

,.

11.6 S. 17th St. Mattoon 234-4855

0teo.iz · Ch«:lzar1·0eafood · 0al.ad

Lunch: Italian Beef w /fries

'

Weekend Buffet Special

v~NANZA~

Welcomes Parents!

Pizza Slices

featuring

•Chicken Monterey •Chicken Teriyaki
•Barbeque Chicken •Broiled Chicken
•Chicken Fillets
1320 Charleston East-Mattoon Exit Rt 16 off 57 Ph. 235-3141
•

I

Amnesty to sponsor activism day
By BRIDGET PAULEK

"We are bringing the high school
and college organizations together
so they can network and see what
other organizations are doing," said
Pat Burke, a media intern of Amnesty International in Chicago.
The students who will attend the
conference represent some of the
600 Amnesty chapters in the

Staff writer

Over 400 high school and collegiate human rights activists will
gather at Northwestern University
on Saturday to take part in Amnesty International ' s Student
Activism Day.

Midwest.
Karen Petri, president of the
Eastern 's branch of Amnesty, said
tlie chapter is preparing for Amnesty International Week, which
takes place in the spring. The group
meets every Thursday at 6 p.m. and
is open to all interested students,
Petri said.

Marching band plans indoor concert
By STEVE LYSAKER

Moss added that the concert will also include all
pieces played by the band at halftime at the football
games. Special percussion and flag features will also be
presented at the concert, he said.·
The band and flag corps, which consist of approximately 110 members, will put on a "very appealing
concert," Moss said. "It should be a real crowd pleaser."
The concert, which is open to the public, will begin
at 3 p.m. and is free of charge.

Staff writer

Eastern's marching band will perform in Dvorak
Concert Hall Sunday for its annual indoor concert.
According to Robert Moss, director of the band, the
concert will include C.C. Rider, Bye, Bye Blues and It
Had to be You, as well as a new arrangement of the
school song to be conducted by football coach Bob

Spoo.

At

Mother's.

• •

We Love Parents!!
''Bring 'em in and Show 'em what
it's all about"
~

~

EMPORIUM
ANTIQUES .
IN ARCOLA ILLINOIS

upper lever of the
emporium at _
201 E. Main
Multiple dealers, Primitives
furniture, Quilts,Glassware~ Jewelry,
Advertising, Tools, and Collectables
30 miles South of Champaign
or 20 miles North of Charleston on
i-57 exit 203
. Open daily 9-5 Sunday 12-5

Friends

~

C

0

509 Van Buren
(one Block South of Square)

Introduce the P's to friends!
Friday&.. Saturday Food Specials
Chicken Breast Dinner or Ribeye Dinner $ l5°

__ Er!<!&!Y_·-F~.nJ~J!ajQ~Q.t_· -~!qr!f!~ __
Illinois Friends of Folk
Arts - In The Middle
Room -$200
NIL • a in bungeon

1
1

Quintessence w/
Feature Artist

- In Mi~dle Room Cathy Richardson w/
VISION in Dungeon

Wait 'til you see what
happens at JCPenney
tomorrow morning!
• Look for the Sunrise Signs
•·Special Buys
• Dozens of unannounc.ed sales
• Sp~cial price reductions
• Outstanding savings
in every department
• Door prizes
/

- Studio 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
- Completely Furnished
5 minute walk to campus
- Central Air
- Heat Paid In Certain Units
- 24 Hour Maintenance

See it to bel·eve it••.
Store opens at 10:00 a.m. sharp!
Open 'til 9:00 p.m.

Call .

MON •..SAT. 1.0-9

345-6000

SUN.12-5

JG· Penney
Fashion comes to llfe™

Cross Ccunty Mall-Mattoon
DRAPER AND KRAMER

""""""""

,J;irtJ~
E..:c. t

ACCREDITED

'i MANAGEMENT
\+
,<.~ ORGANIZATION•
,~.. .

$

STORE - 235-3101
SALON - 235-6515

- 343-1531
CATALO~ ORDERS
1-800-222~161

". . . . . . . . . . . . . . AfiENTi.01ij. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7A

~ PARENTS
Celebrate I.G.A s GRAND OPENING
with ·our 1/2 Price Sale

STUDENTS
1
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t /2 PRICE ITEMS
Charmin Bath Tissue

· 59 (:

(4 Roll Pack)

(limit 1)

Delicious Brand 5 Q.T. Ice Cream
Sunbeam 16 oz. White Bread
Archway Cookies $1.69 Varieties

85 (:

per pkg.

$1.49

ony•s Pizza 17.5 oz.

eadow Gold Orange Juice 1/2 gal. 99(:

r---------,

Maruchan Ramen Noodles 3 oz.

I
'1:f'!j
I
~
1 10°/o off any fresh cut
I
Deli Purchase
I
(with this coupon)

L

--------expires 11-23-91

14(:

I
I
1
I
I

.J.
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What a great place to let your
services be known . Advertise in
the Classifieds of The Daily Eastern News.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to
work with developmentally disabled adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED. Full and Part-time, start
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738
18th St.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
MAKE $150-$300 IN 3-10
HOURS by selling 50 funny college t-shirts. No financial obligation . Smaller & larger quantities
available . Call toll free 1-800728-2053.
~,--,-~~-=-....,..,,~~~11 /15
ON-CAMPUS JOB , OFF-CAM PUS SALARIES. EIU Office of
Development looks to hire energetic students for Annual Telefund Drive .
During spring
semester-Saturday and Sunday
hours . No phone calls , please
apply in person with Anne
Voegeli at Brainard House.
11 /22
70
=EA
,..,s""'y'""""'w
o==RK""!"""E,.,-X=c-=E,..,LL-=E,.,-N=T PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT
HOME. CALL TOLL FREE 1-800467-5566 EXT. 9202.
.,,-.,.---,---,-.,---,,----,-=o11 /18
Spring break in Cancun! Representatives wanted. College tours,
the nation's largest and most successful spring break tour operator
needs enthusiastic college representatives . Earn free trip and
cash! We provide every1hing you
need . Call 1-800-395-4896 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Dishwashers and prep cooks.
Evenings and weekends . Apply in
person-What's Cookin ' 409 7th
St. No phone calls.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18
Now Hiring All shifts available.
Full and Part-time. McDonald's
on Lincoln Ave. Apply in person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22

IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE for the
baby who joins our family ...
devoted, playful parents, loving 3year-old brother, lots of fun and
love, a good education, and every
opportunity for happiness. Let's
talk; we can help each other.
Expenses paid. · Call collect: .
Arlynn & Ron (217) 367-4769, or
our attorney, Glenna, (217) 3528037.
_ _ _ _ _ca11/15,22,1216
The Daily Eastern News accepts
Visa and MasterCard!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) NEEDED, OWN ROOM , OWN LEASE,
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS, CLEAN, WATER INCLUDED. 345-5205

2 bedroom, furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person . Carlyle Rentals . 3487746.
..,.-.,.---,-.,,-.,--.,--~---1216
1, 2, and 3 bedroom apartments.
Fully furnished , convenient location , available now and for Spring
term . Call 345-6621 .
~---,-.,--~.,--~~--1 216
Housing for 2, 3, 4. Close to EIU .
Jim Wood , Century 21. 345-4489.
1216
,..,M,.,..A.,...LE,,_.,,.S,...,U"'"BL,...,E""A-=s-=o-=R,.-.""'R,._,Y.,...
L .,.,..HGTS.
APT . PH 345-7302 . SPRING
SEMESTER . ASKING $165 NEGOTIABLE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Two female subleasors needed
for spring. Furnished, $160/month
includes utilities. Call Sue 581 8059.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
Male subleasor needed for spring
semester. Good location. For
more info, call Eric 348-8703
(after 6) .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /18
SOMEONE TO SHARE APT.
OWN ROOM. VERY NICE.
$137.50/ MONTH & 1/2 UTILITIES. 3'45-7933.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Male subleasor needed for Spring
Semester. House close to campus. Own room. Summer free.
345-7965.
.,.-.,---,-.,.--.,---,--=11 /15
SPRING SUBLEASOR NEEDED.
Furnished house-own roomexcellent condition . Rent negotiable . 348-7058.
---,--,..--.,..------,11 /15
2 female subleasors needed for
Spring 1992. Youngstown-furnished, NC, across from pool. 1
month free rent. 348-7881 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
One bedroom apartment. One
block from campus on TENTH
STREET. Phone 345-9751.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm. apt., $200 a
month plus electric. Phone 3456201 after 4 p.m.
~-~~,.-c.a11/12-15, 18-22
2 female subleasors needed for
spring semester . Lincolnwood
Apts.
Close to
campus,
$140/month. call 345-1291 .
.,..--------11/15
Spring Subleasor needed, Park
Place Apartments. Close to campus. Rent negotiable. Call 3452849.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19

Female subleasor needed. $155
per -month-free heat-5 minute
walk to campus . Call Pinetree
apartments 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
2 male subleasors needed for
Spring. Each will have their own
huge room . $140/ month. 3451292.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
Male subleasor needed. Spring
semester. Furnished, own room ,
great location. $190/month, negotiable . 348-091
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216

Sony CD player $50, Advent digital sound processor $!50. Four
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.
-,.-------..,...,---,-...,,--1217
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125'. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.

2 BR Apt. Next to campus. Available Jan 1. 210/month. 345-1 634.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
2 SUBLEASORS NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER . 1 1/ 2
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS, OWN
ROOMS , $164 PER MONTH .
CALL STEVE OR JON 348-0665.
. , . . - - - - - - - -11 /15
Subleasor needed for 1 bedroom
apt. Close to campus . Call 3485517.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /20
Roommate needed for Spr. 92.
155 /mth plus utilities. Call Dan
345-5564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

o.

Female roommate(s) needed for
Spring term . Park Place Apartments. OWN ROOM . Call 3485518.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /22
Male Roommate needed. Park
Place Apts . $130 month + half
utilities. 345-6783.
~---,,------~11/20
Female Subleasor needed ASAP
or Spring '92. YoungsJown Apts .furnished, NC, across from pool.
Rent negotiable. Call Courtney 1874-2480.
~~~~=---,-~~11/21
SUBLEASOR needed for Spring!
Female-$125/month,
OWN
ROOM! Call Tina at 348-0423
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /19
Male subleasor needed for spring
semester, own room , furnished .
1 /2 utilities , free king size
waterbed. $187.50. 348-7631.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/22
2 BEDROOM APT. Close to campus on 4th St. $195/mo. includes
basic cable. Fully furnished . 3487746-.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
1 Male subleasor for 2BR Apt, on
campus across from Carmen
Hall. $210 plus 1/2 utilities. Move
in now or for Spring semester.
345-3526.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/ FM
cassette, new tires , looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4 ,500 . 1976
AMC Hornet good 850 .00 3456415.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 12/7
Formals for Sale . $75 to $100.
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
~--,.------,,,---,-----,o,..-12/7
For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP . 3456797.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1 ,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.

-----~--.,---1217

1980 Mazda Rx? . New paint,
clutch, tires. 104 ,000 miles .
$2300DBO. 348-7825.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 911. Call Mary at 581-3215.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
looks great. $750.00 348-1983.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Formals very nice. Lavender and
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9.
$25 OBO 348-5541 .
~-.,-----,---,---,----,-,..-1217
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies
never worn tags are attached
$30.00. Call 581-5758.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

Zenith 25" console TV $150 .
Marantz speakers (165 watts)
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Allband communication receiver
$150 . More . 345-4426 after 1 O
a.m.

--,-----o-.,,...,...~==12/7

1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE.
Good condition. $-1800 O.B.O .
Call Ken 345-9735.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/7
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter.
Excellent condition. $600.00 3452333 or 348-5808.

.,....,-,....,.--,-,------,,-,....,...,.-,,--,--,.-1217

1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatchback V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise
Am /Fm Tape NC 75,000 Miles.
Excellent condition $3250. 3453020 anytime.

' 86
YAMAHA
FZ
600
red/white/blue, quick, low miles,
new tires, runs great! Must sell ,
$2600 345-9129.
..,...,...--,-,,-~----,--,...,-,-~1217
20 gal. fish aquarium. Light hood,
rocks, filters , air pump included.
Complete set-up. $70 o.b.o. 3480499.

-~~-----,~,..,,.-,~=1217

1982 Kawasaki 650CSR Drk
Blue, Low Miles, New Tires, Batt,
Chain, Must sell First $650. 3456161 .

~--,.----oc-~-----1216

Acoustic Guitars w/case , strap &
self teaching materials. Call Matt
581-5631.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /26
Soloflex exercise machine . All
attachments included. 1 year old.
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 3480259.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216
BIG JEEP CJ-5 ' 76 ... V-8
Engine, Great Shape, Body Average Shape, $2000, 581-3003.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1216
'81 Olds Cutlass , new engine ,
tires , brakes , $1850 OBO. 3453738.
=---=-----,,-------,,-1216
Pioneer Stereo System-Double
Cassette, AM / FM , Turntable,
Speakers, with Rack $175. Barber Chair $50. 349-8994.
,..,,..,-,...-,-.,---,.----,.,----,-~ 1216
Mice-$.99, 1O gallon tank-$6.99 ,
29 gallon tank and hood-$59.99,
anoles-$4 .99. SWIFTS: copper ,
jade , yellow stripe, red sided.
LIZARDS : giant ameiva, tokay
gecko-$18.95, lg. crevice spiney,
gold tegu , leopard mountain
horned , baby green iguanas$44 .95 . SNAKES: 3 ft. Boa$249.99, baby red and grey rat,
banded california king , patchnose , garters, 2 1/ 2 ft. ball
pythons 2 inches thick-$99.99.
PLUS : tarantulas, turtles, tree
frogs, scorpions, newts, rabbits$14.95, hamsters, parakeets,
cockatiels. PETROPICS open
evenings and weekends. 15th
and Madison. 348, 1018.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
2 year old Queen size waterbed
with mirrored headboard and 12
underdraw.ers must sell! orig
$1100, asking $350. 345-2584.
..,...,...,..,,..,=-----,,----,-,---,-=-.,....1216
1984 Toyota Corolla LE 4 door
sedan. auto, air, rear defrost. Good
cond. $2,975.00. 345-3576.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1217

FOR SALE: Jeweleries, electrics,
household goods, & more than
100 items. All new. International
House Lounge 1-5p.m. Nov. 16,
17, 23, 24.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

ACROSS

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION will have a free Sunday Supper on Sunday at 5:00 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. Everyone is welcome; but
please come by or call 348-8191 to let us know you 're coming today.
WESLEY FOUNDATION AT EIU will have Lighthouse tonight from
9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. at the Wesley Foundation Student Center. The
Lighthouse is a bar alternative. Music/dancing and fun will be there.
Look for the flashing light across from Lawson Hall. Open every Friday
night.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS deadline for Shick Super Hoops 3 on 3
basketball entry is today. Team captains must turn in roster from 2-11
p .m. in SAC, with a validated student l.D. or Fae/Staff Rec card.
Teams must consist of 3 players with one substitute.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Praise and Worship
Service on Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian Campus House located South of Lawson Hall. Come early for donuts and juice. Everyone
is welcome! Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
SPRING FASHION SHOW will have Model Workshops & Auditions
starting Monday, Nov. 18-Thursday, Nov. 21 from 7 :00-9:00 p.m.
Place to be announced. For more info Please call 345-1650. All interested please come out!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Masses thls weekend in
Buzzard Auditorium. Parents Weekend Mass Schedule: Saturday
Night: 1/2 hour after the game(5:00ish). Sunday morning 9:00 and
11 :00 a.m.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a meeting for pledges on Sunday
from 8:00-9:30 p.m. in Lawson Basement.
SECRETARY TO THE DEAN will have tours of Lumpkin Hall on Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall for Parents Weekend.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA PHI ALPHA will have a Social celebrating
new sorors tonight from 9:00 p.m. until ? at Tiffany & Audrey's at 1125
4th St. Apt. 5. The social is for Alpha Kappa Alpha and Alpha Phi
Alpha members only. If you have any questions please call Tiffany C.
Jackson at 345-2733.

--~-------12/7

1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
hard case. Good condition $275
call Brian 348-8703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

EX band member selling good
stuff: Fender standard tele, Marshall 8040 amp, Digitech PDS
20/20, Pro-co RAT $700 for all.
345-1377.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1216

28 Medina
supporters of
Mohammed
32 President of
Poland
obstacle
34 - - impasse
13 Prince Valiant's 36 .. _ _ Butterm ilk
realm
Sky," 1946
14 Abu Dhabi ruler
song
15 Former dictator 37 Make whole
16 Sowers '
38 Muslim leader :
growers
Var .
17 "Your Show of
40 " The Terrible "
Shows "
41 South finish
comed ian
42 Flat-fe lled or
19 Presidential
French follower
nickname
43 Royal proxy
20 Letters from
45 A dimension
Lem nos
47 Thesmothete
22 " - - of the
49 " Washington
Su~ ." 1987 film
slept - - "
23 Ne Win ' s capital 51 A.A .U . member
25 African gazelle
54 "The Little
26 Petty rulers
Minister" author
1 Area meas .
5 A king of Siam
9 Hidd en

57 Pen name of
writerJ.
Schopfer
58 Presidential
nickname
59 D .C . think tank
61 Actress
Swenson et al.
63 - - of Judah
(Selassie)
64 The - - ,
Thames estuary
sandbank
65 Else, in Essen
66 Drink in
Akihito 's land
67 School founded
by Henry VI
68 Gds.

LOST: gold rope bracelet. If found,
call Jennifer at 345-6511 .
THANKS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15

2

3

FOUND : Puppy behind
Bayles Tuesday afternoon.
with black tail and RED FL
LAR. Male-he's at Animal
345-4112. GO GET YOUR
FOUND: Phi Sigma Sigma
at Daily Eastern News. Cl
identify at Student Publicati

We Pay Cash for Broken
elry, diamonds, class rings,
silver coins & collection
antique guns. The Pawn S
6th On the Square. 348-1011
Sing ing Telegrams!! Birt
Christmas, Anniversaries,
Occasions. Call 581-31108-1
1-5 M-F for details.
Come home for the holidays.
your Thanksgiving/Christmas
at MOTHER'S . Call Jeff or
after 7:00 p.m. Nitely. 345-2
Hey Mom and Dad Pintsak!
for everything, only 3 years
School left!
FOR A BLAST FROM THE
SHOP-JUST SPENCE'S. 11
Street. Anniversary sale Th
Nov. 14 - Saturday, Nov. 16.
Tuesday-Saturday 1-5p.m.
345-1469.
APICS will have a speaker
Tuesday November 19 at 7.
in Lumpkin 29. All majors
George-I LOVE YOU. S
FORMAL WASN'T BETIER.
GO AND PLAY. Betty.
Angie , Happy Anniversary
mean everything to me. Love,

EIU FALL
BASEBALL
CARD SHO

Sun., Nov. 17
Lantz Gym
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Admission
$1.00
(Includes complimen
ticket to EIU vs. Ltth
an National baske
game after card show

10

4

11

16
19

23

37
41

45

52

DOWN
1 Queen of - 2 Part of Australia

59

3 Investment info

63

4 Tyrants

s Amber or copal

66

..;;;.i"'"'"',...;....i"""" - 6 He wrote "The
Old Devils"

7 Day or way
starter
8 Curved
9 Intervene
10 - - prius (trial
court)
11 Opera by Salieri
12 Pres idential
hopeful : 1988
13 Peter or Paul
18 Hussein l's
capital
21 Author Walpole
24 Highlander
..;;;.i=.i..;:;.i~- .. 2s Piemonte wine
town

27 Slain Swedish
P.M .
29 Rulers
30 King of comedy
31 Budget item
32 Cry of relief
33 Atmosphere :
Comb. form
35 Housing
construction
39 Peer Gynt's
mother
40 " - - Rhythm
42 Islamic chief

44 State socialism
46 Royal symbol
48 Norwegian
explorer of the
Arctic
so Marie
Antoinette , e.g.
s2 Imperial decree
53 Re'pose

54 Vintners'

ss Scotto sp
56 It castles
king
57 Sour, in S
60 "We are
amused":
Victoria
62 Land in G

,'"
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~~-=----=--c-11/15
Lectures Presents-A Backstage
ry of Saturday Night Liveber 20 8:00 p.m. Grand Ball-

11/20

~Lar_so_n_a-nd.,...,,.W,....e-nd7 y-=T"'h-o-mpson-

for a great Dad's night. Sorry
me so long to get a CLUE!
Kristen.
---;o---:-----;;---:---;--11 /15
rware Party, Saturday Nov.
1st Christian Church , 4th &
n, 10a.m.-12 p.m. GS Troop
-,...---;--;-----,,--,...--11 /1 5
es-Happy. Anniversary. How
nine more months? I love you.

~------,,--,1 1 /15

MOORE-"W1ld Thing". Happy
Birthday-Wonder what kind of
you'll wake up in tomorrow?
Becca and Kim.
11/15
"'o"'Y,.--::;C-;:;R:-;;0:-;;S:-;;S:-:-:-;H-op
_e_ your
KEN POX are cured because
PAPA wants to meet you. Love
11 /1 5
""PY:-;--;:-;Bl-=-RT=:H-:-:D
::-cA:-:-Y:-cB::-:E=:T;;;-H:--:-! TH IS
IS SPECIAL AND SO ARE
. LOVE, MOM, DAD , MIKE
DAN.

1991 COMMENCEMENT
1991 Commencement will
eld at 2 p.m ., Sunday,
ber 8, in Lantz GymnasiStudents and faculty will
r at 1 p.m. in Lantz Fieldto line up for the proces• which begios promp ly at
tmi1he"~triinasii!lm: "
earsal will be at 2 p.m ., FriDecember 6, in Lantz Fielde handouts for students
faculty will be 10 a.m. to 4
. on Thursday and Friday,
ember 5 and 6 , in the
rleston /Mattoon
Room ,
; and from 10 a.m. to noon
unday, December 8, in the
house. Portrait sittings will
ailable only at Thursday and
handouts.
. Richard Hooser, College of
h, Physical Education and
eation, will be honored as
1991 Faculty Marshal.
d P. Holley, associate proemeritus, Lumpkin College
siness will be awarded an
ary Doctor of Humane Letree.
deadline has passed for
rder cap and gowns. Those
e students who failed to
on time and would still like
'cipate may go to the first
handouts and rent from the
brought along. Such intent
immediately conveyed to
mencement Office (581, Old Main 219), so that
can be arranged.

PETE CHORNEY-Happy 21st Birthday! Have a great weekend. You're
the best. Love, Tiffany.
-----=------,--11 /15
Hey Alpha Garns, get ready for a
great food drive next Wednesday
night! We're looking forward to it!
Love, the men of Lambda Chi Alpha.

~---~---~11/15

CHRIS PALCIS: Happy Birthday!
You're gonna have a good one!
Love, Roberta.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
DEEANN VILLECCO : We couldn't
have asked for a sweeter daughter! Phi
Sig-Sig Ep Love, Becky and Chris.
~~==~~--11 /15
EIU CHEERTEAM! You guys are the
best friends and team! I know my last
football game will be special because
of you! Love ya, Becky.
-..,---~----11 /15
LEE CURTIS, Happy 22nd Birthday
and don't worry because the older
we get, the better we get. Let's get
wild Saturday! LOVE YA, ROX.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
Vicki Krekorian-Happy 21st Birthday!
Don't worry, Rose and me already
have your life planned. We know you
will marry a wealthy man and have 5
kids! Love, Marnie.
_ _c.,___ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
Tracy Artman and Scot DressanderHAPPY BIRTHDAY! You're the best
Dee Zee parents ever. I love you,
Mary.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15

Marlynn : Congrats to my wonderful
A-G Sis! Can't wait to see you walk
down that aisle. Love, Jenny.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE - SUNDAY, NOV.24 1:OOP.M.TO5:00P.M.
Save 10% or more on all party dresses in stock-some 50% - Little girlsteens-misses. Large group of wedding gowns on sale NOW - Designer
samples - with savings of 1O to 75%.
Norma's Bridal Train, 308 N. Central,
in Paris, IL (217)463-2120.
11/21
E~A~ST~Sl~D=E~PA~C~KA
~
G=E~:O~L~D~STYLE

LIGHT 12PK. $3 .79; COORS ,
COORS LIGHT 6NR $1.99;
STROH'S, STROH'S LIGHT 15PK.
$3 .99 . KEGS IN STOCK. EAST
SIDE PACKAGE 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA WOULD
LIKE TO WELCOME ALL PARENTS
TOEIU!!
,---------~11/15
Jim Z.-Your wife and daughter are
thinking of you. We miss you. Phi Sig
love, Heather and Aimee.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Sig Kap Babies would lfke to thank
their dads for an awesome time on
Tues. We love our daddies!
------,----11/15
Congratulations to Steve Glazer of Pi
Kappa Alpha and Katie Lyons of
Delta Zeta on getting lavaliered. Time
to go swimming in Pikes Pond!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1 5

Delta Chi, Tri -Sigma & Sig Ep
pledges-Thanks for a great function
on Wed. Sig Kap pledges.
------,----.,.---,11/15
Anyone with tickets for sale for the
Temptations concert on Saturday.
Contact Aprell at 345-4947.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
EAST SIDE PACKAGE: OLD STYLE
LIGHT 12PK $3.79; COORS,
COORS LIGHT 6NR $1 .99 ;
STROH'S, STROH'S LIGHT 15PK
$3 .99 . KEGS IN STOCK . EAST
SIDE PACKAGE 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
JENNIFER FRANCISCO-Thanx for
being a great BIG SIS, MOM and
FRIEND. Sig Kap love, Kim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
BETH MATKOVICH! HAPPY 18TH!
NOW ITS YOUR TURN TO BE
TAKEN CARE OF! LOVE, EILEEN.
- - - - , - - , - - - - - 1 1 /15
Travis "Sqwnt" Martin: Happy 19th
Birthday. Ready for a bar crawl? Rest
up. \mat & Aliehs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
Aimee: I will always be here for you.
You are a great daughter. Keep smiling. I love you. Phi Sig love & mine,
Heather.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
AST PLEDGES: Congratulations on
being in I-week! Your hard work is
about to pay off! You'll be wearing
those crests before you know it!
Love, the ACTIVES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15

PETE PETRILLI- My mom showed
her great tast in men when she
chose you for my Sig Kap dad!
You're the best!! Love ya-Angie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau
would like to welcome our parents for
EIU Parents' Weekend '91 !

--------=-__

11/15
Peggy Hafer and Tim Bower: Tuesday night was a blast! I love my parents! Jenny.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
CHARLENE BURRIS: Congratulations
on being AST Scholar of the Week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
STEPHANIE TAYLOR : Congratulations on being AST Active of the Week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
The men of Pi Kappa Alpha would
like to wish our Dream Girl, Lori
Olson, and the volleyball team the
best of luck this weekend.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
DANI VINCENT AND GREG DUNCAN: Thanks for an awesome night!
You two are the BEST parents I
could ask for! Love, your daughter.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
LISA PIERCE of AST: Congratulations on being chosen for Kappa
Delta Pi. Love, Your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
Congratulations to BRETT LANDMEIER on becoming new NOCTURNAL VICE PRESIDENTS. Your Pike
Brothers are proud of you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1 5

9

Julie: You cha-cha'd your way into our
hearts. Now cha-cha some Natural into
our glasses! Randy, Brett and Bill.
,..,-,--c=-=o--=---,---,--11 /15
WANTED: Temptation tickets. Will
pay DOUBLE! DESPERATE! 3488566.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /15
AST ALPHABITS: I have never
been so proud to call a group of
girls my sisters. Your hard work
and dedication as pledges have
make all of my grey hair worthwhile! Even after your activation,
always remember that I am here
for you. The Gator Trainer, Janelle.
~~~~~~~~~11/15
JEN SIGMA KAPPA AND SEAN
DELTA CHI, THANKS FOR BEING
#1 PARENTS. LOVE : YOUR
DAUGHTER KIM!
,--~~~-~-~~11/15

GRAND OPENING, Arts-n-Crafts on
the square, North side Shafers Building. Monday through Saturday 9-6.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
NIKOLE OLIVER-We're still #1 ! Congratulations on your lavalier w/Daddy.
Let's party! Love ya, WATZ.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11 /15
"Mother" Beth: Happy 18th B-Day.
Always REO Concert & Rugb y
House Night. Love ya, Collins.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
Lisa L.: Congratulations on entering
Alpha Sigma Tau I-week. Your
Sigma Nu Old Man, Ken.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15

placement, should come to the
for SPRING SEMESTER ONLY.
PAY SPRING BILL
A bill will be sent to your
Placement Center immediately. If
You may pay SPRING tuition
HOME ADDRESS about Novemregistration is delayed one year
and fees using installment billing,
ber 20, and the first installment of
beyond graduation, a fee of
which consists of ONLY TWO
George W. Schlinsog
INSTALLMENTS : the initial
$350.00 or the total amount will
Associate Dean,
$25.00 is charged.
be due by December 13. Failure
College of Education
The Career Planning and
installment of $350 .00, and the
to pay by the December 13 deadPlacement Center is located in
second (final) installment of the
the Student Services Building,
PHYSICALLY CH,.LLENGED
total balance due. The initial
1in e will result in your Spring
,;, : ., o 1; STUDENTS , ,u r·
" Rooms• 1'1 , 12 & 13. If you have · installment is EXACTLY $350.00, · classes being cancelled. II you do
not receive a bill at your home
any questions, you may call 581The Career ' Planning a'nd
and consists of $330.00 for tuition
address by Thanksgiving break,
and fees , plus a $20 NON2411. Office hours are 8:00 a.m.Placement Center would like to
Michael D. Taylor
contact the Registration Office.
7 :00 p.m., Monday-Thursday
REFUNDABLE service charge.
Director of Registration
inform all physically challenged
(When School is in Session) and
The initial installment will be due
students that arrangements can
by December 13. REFUNDABLE
Michael D. Taylor
8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Friday.
be made for a professional staff
STUDENT TEACHING
service charge. The initial installDirector of Registration
ASSIGNMENTS SPRING '92
member to meet you in a location
ment will be due by December
accessible to all students. Just
Shirley Stewart
There will be a meeting for
SEE EXAM SCHliDULE
13.
phone our office at 581-2411 to
Career Planning &
ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH, AND
ON PAGE 10.
Placement Center
Installment billing is available
arrange a meeting to discuss
SPECIAL EDUCATION MAJORS
placement registration, review
planning to student teach during
your resume, plan for an upcomSpring 1992 semester. SecTEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS
ing interview, or other topics of
ondary majors and those stuAll applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or school service personnel certificates)
dents planning to student teach in
interest. Our goal is to serve all
must pass the Illinois Certification Tests before being issued a certificate. These consist of a Basic Skills Test
students so please call if we can
the Chicago Area should NOT
and a subject-matter examination . It is suggested that the Basic Skills Test be taken early in one's college
attend this meeting. The meeting
be of assistance.
career and the subject exam be taken after completion of all or most of the courses in one's major.
will take place on TUESDAY ,
Since these tests are given only four times each year, interested individuals should be aware of the dates
Warren Kistner, Assistant DirecNOVEMBER 26 , 1991 AT 3:00
and deadlines listed below. Anyone having questions concerning these exams, or needing registration forms ,
P.M. IN THE BUZZARD AUDITOtor
study guides, or assistance, may contact the College of Education in Buzzard Building 210.
Career Planning & .Placement
RIUM.
TEST DATE
REGISTRATION DEADLINE
SCORE REPORT DATE
All SECONDARY MAJORS
Center
November 30, 1991
February 22, 1992
January 11 , 1992
should contact their departmental
February 29, 1992
May 23, 1992
April 11, 1992
• DECEMBER GRADUATES
academic coordinator to receive
May 30, 1992
August 22, 1992
July 11 , 1992
Anyone receiving a degree at
placement details for Spring 1992
the end of the Fall Semester,
and should NOT attend this meetGeorge W. Schlinsog, Associate Dean, College of Education
1991 , who has not registered for
ing in Buzzard Auditorium.
All students planning to student
teach in the CHICAGO AREA will
receive placement details in writing as the area coordinators confirm assignments, and should
NOT attend this meeting in Buzzard Auditorium.

SPRING CLASSES/UNCLEAR
RECORDS
If you registered for Spring
Semester, your record must be
clear with all University offices BY
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13; if you
record is UNCLEAR on that date,
your SPRING CLASSES .WILL
BE CANGE:liffi.F l'UG;1~. ; " "

the seminar and advance registration is not needed.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Francis Summers
Director of Student Teaching

RTANT PLACEMENT
ACTIVITIES
. 21 Mock Interview Prac4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in
insville Rm.

L EXAM CHANGES
nts who have three final
ations scheduled for one
ay complete a request for
in the office of the Dean,
t Academic Services, Old
116. Forms for requesting a
are now available and
be submitted no later than
, November 22. Students
uraged from requesting
rs to deviate for the pubexam in a ti on schedule.
ons of personal convesuch as work, transportaarrangements or vacation
, do not constitute grounds
approval of examination
requests.

SPRING REGISTRATION
REMINDER
Use a touch-tone telephone to
add (register) or drop classes.
If you have not yet registered
for Spring Semester, you should
do so immediately. Complete
information is contained in the
schedule bulletin, which is available in the Registration Office.
A student must register no later
than December 6 in order to
avoid being charged the $25 late
fee.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
BASIC SKILLS SEMINAR
A "Basic Skills Seminar" has
been scheduled for Monday
evening, November 25, from 7 to
8:30 p.m. in room 207 of the Buzzard Education Building. THis
seminar is designed to be of
assistance to individuals preparing to take either the Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST) or the
Illinois State Basic Skills Test.
Persons who are fearful of
either of these two tests are
encouraged to attend as individuals who have taken this seminar
in the past have had a high success rate . There is no charge for

· Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
fEUAUY IT'SA MICI<. JA66£3R OR
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FALL SEMESTER 1991
SAT
Dec. 7

MON
Dec.9

TUES
Dec.10

WED
Dec.11

THU
Dec.12

0800-1000

T-1000

M-1400

T-1100

T-1400

M-0900

1030-1230

M-1100

T-1800
Makeup or
Arranged

T-0800
T-1530

T-1500

T-1600
Makeup or
Arranged

Makeup or
Arranged

1300-1500

M-1800
Makeup or
Arranged

M-0800

M-1600
Makeup or
Arranged

M-1300

M-1200

1530-1730

M-1000

T-1300

T-0900
T-0930

M-1500

T-1200
T-1230

M-1900

T-1900

W-1900

R-1900

1900-2100

1. . Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week irrespective
of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity.
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the multiple-hour block.
3. A M-, T-, W- , R- prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday. For example, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time for the final examination
in a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, R-1900 is a class having
its first class hour meeting of the week at 1900 on Thursday, etc.
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "Makeup or Arranged" are to be used
only in cases where :
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns established
herein;
b. The meeting time of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR";
c. A student presents an approved examination change request form.
5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the instructor and,
if given, should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term.
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein.
7. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the provisions of
#5 and/or #6 above, or by departmental recommendation.
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of
the Dean, Student Academic Services.
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval of
the department chairperson and the Dean of the College, according to guidelines established by the
Vice President for Academic A~airs.

Beef Up Your
Regular Roast

..., Sandwich

For a limited time during regular lunch/dinner hours at participating Hardee's restau
5118©1991 Hardee's Food Syst~. Inc.

Sam Taber, Dean Student Academic Services
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Nov. 15 10:00 3:00
8:00 8:00
Nov. 16
8:00- 4~:00
Nov. 17
In front of
The University Booksto~
$25.00 Deposit Require
'

Order by November 17, 1991
and receive by Christmas!
(Save up to $100.001)

Order your college ring NOW.
Meet with your Jostens Representatives for full details. See our complete
ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
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iker season ends this weekend
"We can't get to .500 and we can't reach the
(Gateway) Tournament," said Eastern head coach
Betty Ralston. "Our goal is for (Illinois State) not
1991 edition of Lady Panther volleyball to get into the (Gateway) tournament."
concludes this weekend in McAfee Gym as
One of the game plans Eastern is looking to folState and Indiana State will fight the final low is aggressive serving.
on Eastern 's schedule.
·
"The first thing we have to do is to serve
Redbirds from Illinois State will begin a tough," Ralston said. "That will keep them out of
win" weekend on Friday against Eastern, their offense and shut down their middle attack."
a 12-19 record while posting a 1-6 mark
One of the main concerns for the Lady Panthers
Gateway. The Redbirds, who are 17-10 is Redbird outside hitter, Lisa Rolf. Rolf is second
I and 4-3 in the Gateway Conference, are in the Gateway with 3.97 kills per game.
g for a berth in the Gateway Conference
"Lisa is going to get some attacks. She hit well
s. The top four teams in the Gateway go to against us last year," Ralston. "She's little and
layoffs and the Redbird s are currently we 're going to put some blockers on her. Illinois
in the fifth position.
State depends on her. It's important for us to shul
d of Illinois in the conference standings are her down early_in the match."
State (5-3), Southern Illinois University at
"We haven't depended just on (Rolf)," Morgan
dale (6-2), Northern Iowa (6-1) and front said. "You won't see the high number of attempts
Southwest Missouri State (7-1). If a tie for from her. She's not the only person we got on the
place was to occur, then teams tied for team. We had to play around her before. We know
would go to the playoffs.
most teams will put pressure on her. If we always
is State head coach Julie Morgan said her went back to her, we would have lost more games
will take one game at a time this weekend earlier."
look past Eastern.
The Lady Panthers host the Sycamores o1
're going to worry about Eastern first, Indiana State on Saturday. The Sycamores possess
we worry about Southern," Morgan said. a 11-18 overall record with a 1-6 Gateway standwant to control our own destiny (to go to ing.
offs), we have to win."
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PARENTS WEEKEND
,CRAFT SHOW
Sat. November 16th
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Charleston Inn (Rt. 16)
(West Edge of Town)

MEXICAN
. VILLA
1901 CHARLESTON AVE.
MATTOON, IL• 235-4324
Fine Mexican-American
-German Cuisine

•Appetizers • Combo Dishes •
Side Orders • Soups • Salads • ·
Beer & Wine • Desserts
Accepting Reservations For Parents Weekend

•

rr1ers
"We want to give our young
people a chance to run against
some top-flight competition,"
said Craft. "We've run there
before, and this will give us an
opportunity to run well as a
team."
The Lady Panthers had some
high points earlier in the season,
particularly winning the EIU
invitational in late September,
but fell short of Craft's expectations later on. Although three of

*From page 12A ·

ey. "Scott Touchette has
ide chance to finish in the
. But we want to give
of our young people the
·ence of running in a top
meet."
d women's coach John
feels similarly, and said
would not be realistic to
his team to place in the

"From page l 2A

and work on some situations. We will try
different combinations and hopefully find
that work.
(the game) should help us not only with figout our starting lineup, but also who will be
off of the bench for us early in the seaLithuanian team is much larger than the
squad and will provide a stiff challenge
ib and Derek Kelley, the Eastern centers.

his runners, Brooke Roberts.
Laurie Mizener, and Am)
Bersig, had their best 5 ,000meter times ranked among the
fastest in the Gatewa)
Conference.
Mizener, Touchette and Geoft
Masanet are the only senio1
Panthers that will be competing
this weekend. The men's race i~
set to begin at 10:30 a.m. and
the womem's race will start al
11:45 a.m.

Five of the 10 men on the Lithuanian squad an
six-foot-six-inches or taller, including the six
foot-ten-inch center, Einikis.
"We will definitely be giving them som1
height," Samuels said. "So we will be tested
They will play a different style that we are no
used to and European teams are generally gooc
passing teams."
The Panthers' season opener will be Nov. 23
when they host Elmhurst College in a 7:30 p.m
game at Lantz.

348-0147

Spring Breal<
122mi
294f!Q
/val From
Padre From 3281'1'
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as From

7 nights Hotel
3 night cruise

Sat 9-12

JJfil9@
3 West Lincoln, Charleston
345-4743 .

---------,1 r----------,
CHEESER! .

OUR CHOICE:

ERYTHING OR :
CHEESER!
ILY CHOICE® OR 1 2 LARGE Pizzas
RTY PIZZAS OR
·.
LE CAESARS®: loaded with che.ese
SPECIAL
1 and up to 4 toppings

$1299 ! $11 l!TAX

Two Large Pizzas
Valid with coupon only.
Price without tax:
GoodThruNov. 24, 1991.
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Welcome EIU Parents
Best Chinese Buffet $6.95
includes: Chicken Almond Ring, ·B eef Broccoli, Shrimp, Chinese Veg., fried Veg., B.B.Q
Chicken, Egg roll, Sweet 'n' Sour, Soup, Salad bar, fried and streamed rice.

Menu, Beer, Wine, also available
Over 100 Seats in Unique Atmosphere

7 nights air &.. hotel
3 nights air &.. hotel

620 W Lincoln ·

9-5

~
(.)

Golden Dragon Restaurant

ARROW TRAVEL

City From

>
w

Valid at participating Little Caesars.
One coupon per customer.
Valid only with Coupon.

EXCLUDES EXTRA CHEESE.
Good Thru Nov. 24, 1991

rum@~-: ~rum@~·

---------.J L----------..J

1 mile west of Charleston

345-1033

LIVE A; TED'S

r----!.~~~Y-----~
r-----~~~~~~~¥----,
:
_: :
"JOKER:
"CO~STANT

CHAOS"

c h X-PRESS"

oo
with Jim Bean
uu
formerly of "Stickey Wicket" p p
oo
Rock-n-Roll Show

Formerly "Cheap
Th n'II s
II .

c'
0

up
o

Songs by Tesla, Badlands,
playing songs by Van Halen, N N Queensryche and Bullet N
Boys
1
1 Tesla, Winger, Poison, etc.
1 Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon) 1
L----------------~

rs invade O'Brien for finale Cross country tea
gear up for district

By R.J. GERBER
Staff writer

When Eastern takes the field
for the last time in 1991 at 1:30
p.m. Saturday for a Gateway
Conference football matchup
with Southwest Missouri State, it
will be the last time at O'Brien
Stadium for 18 seniors on the
squad.
The Panthers, 3-6 overall and
1-3 in the league, are hoping to
come up big for the Parent's Day
crowd, as well as knocking
SMSU out of the NCAA
Division I-AA playoff picture.
Southwest comes into the contest with a 6-3-1 overall record,
while compiling a 3-2 mark in
Gateway action - good for fourth
place. With all hopes gone of an
automatic bid via the league title,
the Bears are hoping to get an atlarge invitation.
"We know for a fact that we
can't win the conference," said
SMSU head coach Jesse Branch.
"All we have to hang on to is (an
at-large bid)."
~outhwest, which sports an
explosive option offense led by
sel}ior quarterback Paul Carney,
could present some problems for
the Panther defense because of
the Bears' multi-play options,
said Eastern head coach ·Bob
Spoo.
"I don't know of a team that
does as much or has as much on
its ready list," said the fifth-year
coach. "The option really
spreads you out. That type of
offense is so different than conventional.
"We've got to be very disciplined and tackle well. · It's very
effective year in and year out."
Southwest has racked up
2,359 yards on the ground this
season, while Carney has passed
for 748, i11cluding four touchdowns. The Bears are ranked
13th in the nation in rushing
yardage per game with 235.9.
While the Bears' top rusher,
Jonah White, is gaining only 53
yards per contest, they have four
running backs with more than
300 yards each.
Spoo said the Panthers could

By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

Both men's and women's cross
country teams will be traveling to
Bloomington, Ind., this weekend
to participate in the District IV
Championships.
Both ·squads ran in the Indiana
Invitational earlier in the year,
and know what type terrain they
will be facing. The coaches
regard Indiana's women's 5000meter and men's 8,000-meter
courses to be among the more difficult their teams have run on this
season.
But this time the men will be
running 1.24 miles further, as the
district meet and the NCAA
championships are run over
10,000 meters. Eight district
meets will be run all over the
country this weekend, but each
meet has different qualification
standards for nationals.
Automatically, every district
can qualify its top two teams and
top three individuals to the
national meet two weeks later.
But since the men's District IV

competition is considered t
one of the toughest in the n
it can qualify its top three
and top five individuals.
women's will race will go b
minimum standard.
Eastern's men will be wi
their .number one runner,
Baron, this weekend. He has
unable to practice all week
sickness and will be unab
compete. Baron did howev
his senior season on a high
two weeks ago when he fi
second at the Mid-Cont'
championships hosted by
His finishing time of 25:1
8,000 meters was a career
and the fastest time record
Eastern runner in five years.
Without Baron the Pan
likely will not qualify out th
trict as a team, although ass·
coach John Mcinerney said
Touchette, who has run 25: 1
8,000 meters and 31:5 1
10,000 meters this season,
outside chance individually.
"Our district is one of
toughest in the country,"
*Continued on page 11

·Lithuanian team nex
~·~
SHANNON THOMAS/Staff p otographer
Eastern quarterback Jeff Thorne sets to throw a pass against
Western Kentucky last week. The Panthers host Southwest Missouri
at I :30 p.m. Saturday

still have a say as to who makes
the playoffs, because of the
SMSU game and when Eastern
closes out its season at Northern
Iowa next Saturday.One senior who will be sorely
missed next season is tailback
Jamie Jones, who has ran for
1,077 yards this season. Jones
could move into the second slot
on the all-time Panther rushing
list before his career ends. The
fifth-leading all-purpose runner
needs 157 yards in his final two
contests to do so. He could also
break the single-season all-purpose yardage record held by
Poke Cobb with 159 yards.

Eastern has won the last two
games between the schools at
O'Brien and that is something
which Branch is aware of. He
also said his squad will be weary
of what Eastern is capable of.
"Obviously that is a statistic
that we can't hide from," said
Branch, who is 38-27-1 in his
sixth season at SMSU. "It is definitely a factor. There offense is
capable of scoring some points
and there not many points away
from being an undefeated team
(in conference). They're capable
of beating anyone."

Akron is offici·al soccer champion
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

It's final.
The Akron Zips have won the Mid-Continent
Conference soccer championship with their 6-0
conference mark. Although Akron's season officially ended over 10 days ago, a final decision was
not made until Wednesday.
Mid-Continent Commissioner Jerry Ippoliti said
that awarding the Zips the title was not all that difficult.
"Akron was 6-0," Ippoliti said. "We had a committee that discussed the circumstances and we
made a decision. We talked to the coaches, the
administration and our committee and declared
Akron the conference champions, because of their
6-0 conference record."
Wright State, the other team the decision concerned, ended the season with a 6-1 conference
mark in its first season in the Mid-Continent.
The one Joss came at the hands of Eastern,
which finished the year in fourth place with a 4-31 record.

The controversy started when Akron was supposed to play Valparaiso on the last Sunday of the
season, but the game was canceled due to
unplayable field conditions.
Mike Ryan, head of the soccer committee and
Eastern 's athletic director said his committee was
there to provide the commissioner with a little
assistance.
"Basically, it was the decision of the commissioner," Ryan said. "The soccer committee primarily deals with policy and procedures dealing with
the running of all sports. We were there to give
him a rough idea of the situation and just to give
him some assistance."
Although neither coach could be reached for
comment, both had stated during a previous interview the delay in the decision was the biggest
problem. Ryan said that issue would be discussed
at their next meeting.
"As far as the timely fashion of the decision,
you just have to do the best that you can and go
with the status quo," Ryan said. "We will discuss
at our next meeting whether a game should be canceled or just postponed."

for PatitNer oasReto
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

In its last chance to get things
together before the season opener
Nov. 23, the Eastern basketball
team will host the Lithuanian
National team Sunday in a 3 p.m.
exhibition game at Lantz Gym.
The Lithuanian team is wrapping up a 12-game tour, all of
which takes place over a 13-day
time span. Included on its schedule are such teams as LoyolaChicago, Marquette and Bradley
University.
Last year, while finishing with
a 7-7 record, the Lithuanian team
came up with impressive victories
over Bradley (96-87) and
Northwestern in the tour finale
(96-85). The team played all 14
games in 18 days.
Through the first five games of
the tour, in which the Lithuanians
sport a 1-4 record, 22-year-old
Gintaras Einikis leads the team in
scoring at 22.4 points per game
and rebounds with 13.6 boards a
game.
The six-foot-ten-inch center is
shooting 52.2 percent from the
floor and also leads the team with
nine blocked shots and eight
steals.
The team, which averages over
80 points per game, has five players scoring in double-digits,
including guard Darius Lukminas
at 18 ppg, Arlinas Visockas (13
ppg), forward Gintas Sivickas
(11.6) and Tauras Stumbrys
( 11. 4) .
The Panthers, in their exhibition opener, had five players
score 10 or more points during
their 101-95 victory over
Marathon Oil. Steve Rowe, who
was the leading scorer on the
team last year with a scoring
average of 15.2 ppg., led the way

with 30 points on seven
shooting from the field.
Senior forward Barry J
finished with 15 points
rebounds, while center
Leib scored 18 points one·
10 shooting. David Olson
points, including four thre
ers and junior Eric West al
tributed 10 points to the vi
Head coach Rick Sarnue
the Panthers have not been
par recently at practice.
"I think we have flatten
bit, but that is pretty no
Samuels said. "Having p
every day puts a strain o
but we are going to try an
things up a bit."
This contest
Lithuanians will provide S
one more chance to get a I
different players and tow
several situations.
"A lot of evaluating w
going on," Samuels said. '
what exhibitions are for.
try to get some people in
AContinued on page 11
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The Temptations
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The Motown legends bring more than 30 years
of generation-sµmning classics to Lantz Gym
Ron Tyson, the tenor of the Temptations,
remembers the circumstances in 1983 that led to
his membership with the band.
"There was a vacancy in the group, and I had
produced an album that the Temptations (made a
guest appearance) on, so they got to know me
that way," said Tyson, who prior to joining the
Temptations was an established record producer
and the founding member of Love Committee, a
Temptation-influenced band. "When the vacancy
became open, I gave a call to (fellow Temptation)
Otis (Williams) and told him I had a person I
thought could fill the position. He asked me who
the person was, and I said, 'well, it's was me. "'
"He laughed and I laughed. We joked around
for a bit and then he (Williams) said 'are you seri-

ous?' I said 'yes'," he added. "He (Williams) called
me a couple days later and told me to meet him
(for a Temptations concert) in Florida, "and I've
been here (with the band) ever since."
'Tm proud to wear the Temptation uniform."
Those uniforms will grace Lantz gym on Saturday, when the Temptations - probably Motown
Records' most influential band and the admitted
inspiration behind bands ranging from Hall and
Oates to Paul Young - take the stage for this
year's Parent's Weekend concert. Tickets to the
concert, which starts at 8 p.m., cost $10.
While the Temptations - in any of its various
·guises - is responsible for creating soulful 60 's
classics such as "My Girl," "Psychedelic ·shack,"
"Ain't Too Proud To Beg (which was covered by
the Rolling Stones on 1975's It's Only Rock n '

Roll)'' and "Papa Was a Rolling Stone (which
was covered by Was (Not Was) on 1990's Are
You Okay'?), Tyson said the soul of the band has
always been traced to their gospel roots.
"My grandfather was a gospel promoter," said
Tyson in a telephone interview from Indianapolis,
IN., where the band performed for three nights.
"So gospel was a part of my background.
The history of the Detroit-based Temptations which is currently composed of Tyson; original
members and band founders Williams and Melvin
Franklin; Richard Street, who joined the band in
1971; and Ali-Ollie Woodson, the newest Temptation who joined the band in 1985 - began 32
years ago this January when the band signed to
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GRAND OPENING
UNIQUE CRAFTING

Greetings and salutations ,
folks
This week, we here at the
Verge desk have been blessed
with 12, believe it 12, pages this
week to better inform you of all
the entertainment news that
money can buy to fit in this one
publication.
And this weekend, there's a
lot.
Wednesday afternoon, Tim
Shellberg - along with WEIU-FM
disc jockey extraordinaire Grace
Thorne - had the pleasure of
speaking with Ron Tyson, tenor
of the Temptations, who will
unleash their Motown magic
Saturday evening in Lantz Gym
at this year's Parent's weekend
concert . If you want to hear
excerpts that chat, tune into
WEIU-FM at 9 p.m. Wednesday
for a special on the Temptations.
Also along the musical lines,
Tim injects a dose of a Seattlebased rock 'n roll with a double
review of Nirvana and Soundgarden (also reviewing Robbie
Robertson Blur).
On the small and big screen
scene, Bret Loman has kept
himself occupied with a review of
the recent video release
"Backdraft" and the current theater showing of "Other People's
Money" .
From the miscellaneous file ,
Bird and myself took care of the
obligatory parents' weekend article. Also, the good Mr. Shellberg
combining with his faithful associate have begun construction on
our first column together, Talk Is
Cheap.
Give us a break. It's under
construction.
. I would like to close with two
special request for this~l)are.ntS'
we_e~end: Students. be .kifld. to
those 'who brought you into this
world and Parents be sure to slip
an extra $20 onto your child's
palm for me and Timmy.

0

Sat. Nov. 16th
Special Hours
9:00 - 3:00
'
Prize Drawings
Holiday Items & Many Craft Supplies
Bring in Ad for 10% off any item
'

.

v

0
*You must be at least 19 years of age to enter the following establishments.

FRIDAY
Quincy L. Doudna Fine Arts Center
'"Night, Mother" - 8 p.m.
$6 adults, $5 seniors, $3 students

* Friends & Co.
509 Van Buren
Nll..-8 In the Dungeon 9:30 p.m.
9 Band Friend of Folk Art Concert Featuring Jim Donahoo
In the Middle Room - 9:30p.m. $2
*Ted's
102 Sixth St.
Constant Chaos playing hard rock covers $1

* My Place Lounge
727 Seventh St.
Overtime Blues playing rhythm and blues - 9 p.m.- 1 a.m.
* Roe's
410 Sixth St.
DJ Brian Tucker $1

Lantz Gymnasium
The Temptations
8 p.m. $10

SATURDAY
Quincy L. Doudna Fine Arts Center
'"Night, Mother" 8 p.m.
$6 adults, $5 seniors, $3 students

* Friends & Co.
509 Van Buren
Quintessence
In the Middle Room
Kathy Richardson with Vision
In the Dungeon - 9:30 p.m.
*Ted's
102 Sixth St.
Joker X-press
$1 (8-10 p.m. with coupon)
* Roe's
410 Sixth St.
downstairs DJ Brian Tucker
upstairs Shadoobee
9:30 p.m. $2

718 112 Monroe Ave., Charleston, IL
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t::urve on S. 4th

• Alterations
• Area Rugs
• Clothing Storage
• Draperies
• Furs
• Insurance Claims

• Leather & Suedes
• Monogramming
• Reweaving
• Silks
• Starched Shirt Service
• Wedding Gowns Heirloomed

Monday-Friday 7:00-5:00

I345 4546 I

Saturday 8:00-12:00
Conveniently located close
•
to campus just arouund the ...- - - - - - --·
curve on South 4th st.
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A FAMILY COMEDY
WrntovrTHE FAMILY.
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TONITE
···~ .. NovCillber,15· ·
Buzzard Bldg.
8:00 P.M.

.
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Compiled By Matt Johnson

U·STORE WAREHOUSE

MAKES THE OFFER.
YOU KEEP THE
CHANGE.

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"

,: NEED EXTRA MONEY?
... National Marketing
''' Company Needs People
With Good Phone Voices.
Earn $5 per hour
Guaranteed PLUS
Bonuses

Behind Rex & Don's Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Bring in this ad or
any Jimmy John's ad
for

Day Phone • 345-3334
Night Phone • 345-5850
Don & Mary Thomason - Owners

ANY
~:

348-SUBS
West Park Plaza
•Offer good with coupon only
• One offer per coupon
• Can't be used in combination with
any other discount offer (including
Sub Club Cards)
•Good at Charleston, IL Store only.
Expires Dec. 15, 1991

The Dailv

Eastern News
10 WORDS

FOR 1 DAY
FOR ONLY $1

FOR SALE
ITEMS ONLY!

OPEN
Daily 11-2

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

345-7849

Ill!

IRi~~e.!:aS!~~~f~~ci~tv I
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:1·

"SELL SHORT,
SAVE LONG"
Ads at

TONIGHT ONLY!

To Apply call
348-5250 EOE

50¢ OFF
FOOT LONG

UNI VERSIT1

~:p2..,.-

HAPPY PARENTS WEEKEND

r

Emerald Green Crystal, P.C.G.S. Graded Coins, Atocha Coin, Crystal Clock, Chinese Je
Box, Fenton Crystal, Cobalt Blue Handcut Crystal Lamp, Ruby Red Cut Pitcher, Cloison
Oriental Clock, Beeleek Porcelain, Russian Cut Crystal, Handcut Queen's Lace Crys
Scrimshaw Carvings, Hummel Figurines, Jade Carvings & Wall Plaques, Palace Vas
Porcelain Dolls, Tea & Coffee Set, Chinese Porcelain, Temple Jars, Charger Plate, Sil
Pieces, Crystal Lamps, Lalique, Candelabras, A Nice Collection of Old Coins, Large Bag
Old Silver Dollars, Indian Heads, Mint Sets, $5, $10, $20 Gold Coins, Crystal Wine Set, I
Carvings, Chinese Reverse Painting, Cloisonne Vase Sets, Oriental Fish Bowl, Dre
Lamps, Windsor Crystal, Royal Pinwheel Crystal, Plate Collection, Umbrella Stand, Cam·
Glass, Wooden Tricycle, Collection of· Oriental Porcelain, Large Handcut Crystal Lam
Wooden Doll Buggy.

Delicious Chicken Wings (6 for $1.50)

Super 20 & 32 oz. Premium Beer
Shots - "The Big Four" CJR-BN
Stoli & Mixer
Giant Slices After 9PM

Live DJ All Weekend

NO COVER!

Visit the Business Office today
to place your ad.

• 2B ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

Garnet, Aquamarine Tennis Bracelets, LARGE DIAMOND SOLITAIRES! 3.51 Ct., 3.25 Ct., 2.89
Other Smaller Solhaires, 9 Ct. Diamond & Emerald Necklace, Panda Coin Jewelry, Ruby-Erner
Bracelets, Diamond Stud E1¥rings, Pavee Diamond Rings, Waterfall Diamond & Ruby Rings, A Very F
Collection of Estate Jewelry; Diamond Tennis Bracelets 10 Ct., 5 Ct., 2 Ct., 8 Ct.; Platinum & Dia
Ring, 5 Ct. Ladies' Diamond Waterfall Ring, Men's 2.25 Ct. Diamond Ring, Man's Masonic 32nd Deg
Diamond Ring, Nice 2 Ct. Diamond & Alby Cocktail Ring, Exquistte Lady's 3.00 Ct. Diamond Ring, B
tWul 5.00 Ct. Lady's Diamond Cocktail Ring in 18kt mounting, Lady's 5.00 Ct. Diamond Emerald Ri
...apphire Rings whh Diamond Clusters, Pearl and Opal Rings, 16 Ct. Emerald Cut Aquamarine Ai
Cold Coin Jewelry, Rings wtth Antique Filigree Mountings, Several Nice Men's Diamond Rings, 14k
Chains, Collection of Sterling Silver Jewelry, 22.00 Ct. Amethyst Bracelet, 14k Man's 1.00 Ct. Dia
Ring, Blue Topaz Pendant, Aquamarine Rings, Many Pendants, Nugget & Diamond Earrings, F
Bracelets, Nugget & Diamond Men's Rings, 8 Diamond & Amethyst Rings 9 Ruby & Diamond Rings,
Divers Watches, 11 Diamond &Emerald Rings, Large Opal Rings, Art Deco Jewelry. All Jewelry Has Cen~~
cates of Authenticity.
Terms: CASH-CHECK-VISA-MASTERCARD

Mika Bickers Auctioneer
Ph. 348-0288

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1991

Temptations
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(continued from p. 1B)
Miracle reocrds, which would
ater e,volve into Motown
records. Their first single, "The
Way You Do The Things You
Do," was released in 1964 and
ased on its instant success,
ved the way to more than a
ozen top-10 singles. This hitmaking streak continued
throughout the 60's and ran
until the early 70's.
Based on the success and
impact these singles had on
influencing many phases of
rock and soul, the Temptations
were elected into the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame in 1988.
"It was a real honor for the
group to be inducted into the
Hall of Fame," said Tyson. "I
hink the Temptations have
opened a lot of doors and
de a lot of headway for a lot
f new groups that are coming
up today. A lot of groups patern themselves after the
emptations. ,,..
"I'm sure everybody (in the
emptations) is deeply honored
d overjoyed," he added. "To
a part of the Hall of Fame,
owing that you're there."
Two years prior to the
duction, however, the music
f the Temptations - along
'th fell ow Motown artists such
s Marvin Gaye, Smokey
obinson and the FQur Tops re celebrated on the soundack to "The Big Chill." The
oundtrack, which was an
stant success, revived the
otown sound to a new group
f music listeners - many of
horn weren't even born when

:l:as~~~gs

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
6" Ham & Cheese Sub
and Medium Drink

PARENTS WEEKEND!

$3.29

Reflections Restaurant

WEST PARK PLAZA
636 W. LINCOLN

Buffet $7 .95, also special menu items
Live music - November 16, 1991

Sigma Pl

'

Benji 8t the BeBops -9 :30 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

._

Congratulates

566 W. Lincoln

~~~

Chad Bandy-New IFC President
Mike Hampton-V.P. Internal IFC

LTI
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Piii CARRY~OUT SPECIAL .••
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GOOD7DAYSAWEEK
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:· A Large {16")J

!Sausage ·Pizza!

Burrito

II . · · $6 • 95

Heaven

:·1

I

Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Week

I

Stretch It At

I

345~HEVN.

I

Offer Expires November 27, 1991

I
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WE NOW DELIVER
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I
I
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11AM - 11 PM 500 MINIMUM ORDER
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HAIRBl;NDERS HOLIDAY
D
PERJA ~~$'':~0,IE.,t , ·; ,i ,.,, ,,.-.-..

&

1
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VI'

HI

-an~up

Full Perms
Partial Perms

,

Hours:

815 Broadway

Mattoon
234-6442

••

PLEASE PRESENT nus COUPON

WH~ PlCKJNO UP ORDER
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Discover New Strategies for
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Successful Job Interviewing

9-8 M-Th
9-5 Fri-Sat

Mulilllf!I ¢RE0KEN®

Attend:

Expires Dec. 31

"Power Interviewing
for Success"

i

[ d Gordon keeps
[you in touch
with the events
that shape your
world.

Presented by
Dean Tucker, Principal
Charleston High School

Tuesday, November 19

Black Entertainment
Television.
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"Hopefully next year, tbat'll
terialize," Tyson said.
Yet Tyson doesn't see the
umentary being the closing
apter in the story of the
ptations. In fact, he doesn't
rsee the music ending for a
gtime.
"Let's put it like this," he
id. "When you see us come
(on stage) with canes, you'll
ow we're pretty old. "

345-2516

348-SUBS

were original~~
"It ('The &£ ObiU'
~-,~·,,.,.111 - :'"Yl'll~ms
ck) brought a new ~enc/ '
w,
~$10 off
for us," said Tyson. "We tuned .
":
$5 off
to a new generation of kids."
c0
And while the Temptations
have succeeded in making an
O
· pression on two generations
~ ~ I: ~
f music listeners, Tyson said
0
\"fl'· '\_WI
1~
he new generation of music
1:~,;·
.. .\~
akers has made an impres"Q,,, '-'
'on on him.
"Being a producer, I practilly listen to all kinds of music
from Latin music on," he
id. "I'm constantly looking
r that beat that's coming up
twill be the new jive.
"I even listen to Guns and
ses," he said with a laugh.
While Tyson said the Tempt·ans have Rretty much been a
uring band- over the last sevral years ("we 're usually on
road about 40 weeks out of
year," he said), he also said
band is reviving yet another
e of their classics to appeal
another age group of music
eners.
"We just finished a video (for
y Girl") with MacAuley
ulkin for a movie titled "My
'rl, " he said. "Half of the
o is original (band) footage,
the other half is us now."
In addition to the video,
yson said a film documentary
the Temptations is in the

rks.

Make your dinner
reservations for

6:30 -p.m. - Kansas Room
MLK University Union
Free to all Students

Channel 36
~ TCI of Illinois. Inc.

"'L__ll

Wt·rt 1;Mcm1 1dr,.1Sion imo 1omorr0ut

Sponsored by: Career Planning
and Placement Center
Questions: Call 581-2411
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ON STAGE

ALL WEEKEND LONG AT

'night Mother an intimate
discussion between women
By JAY ASKIN

- Suicide is not only confined
to the realms of the teenage
world. It is not only for the terminally ill or famous celebrities. In fact, suicide can be the
result of a state of mind or
depression that infects the
minds of all ages and is often
the final act in a string of
events.
Suicide, life and relationships are the focus of "'night,
Mother," the Eastern Theater
Department's current play
which can be seen in its final
performances this weekend at
the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
The two-actress play features junior theater arts major
Amy Sherwood as Thelma
Cates, a mother desperately
trying to save her daughter
Jessie's life. Jessie, played by
sophomore theater arts major
Rebecca Snead, is preparing to
find the ultimate solution to
her problems through the use
of her deceased father's gun.
The Pulitzer prize-winning
play brings the audience in
touch with the desperation felt
by Thelma and the despair of
Jessie. Performed in the intimate setting of the Playroom, '"night, Mother" allows the
audience to feel as though
they're eavesdropping in on
the conversations.
Making her directing debut,
senior theater arts major
Jennifer Andrews said the
approach and message of the
Marsha Norman-penned play
is neutral.

"There is no statement of
"It's been tough because the
whether suicide is good or ending is so emotional and you
bad." she said. "Jessie is a mid- really have to express yourdle-aged .woman who foresees self," Sherwood said. "It's hard
. no change in her !ife and can to come out of it: I've been
find no reason to continue on." depressed for the last two
"Suicide is not the primary weeks."
focus of the play; it's more
While many actors look to
about !ife than it is about sui- find a part of themselves in the
roles they play, Sherwood said
cide," Andrews added.
"The two characters have there was something that she
lived together and cared for really had trouble understandeach ·other all of their lives, but ing.
they have never really made
"In a way, I found it hard to
the time nor the effort to really relate to mama's problem
get to know each other."
because I'm not a mother and
"If there's a lesson in the don't understand what it's like
play, it would be to take full to have someone I gave birth
advantage of the opportunities to say they're going to kill their
to know the people around you self," said Sherwood.
before it's too late."
Sherwood gave credit to
Coming into the role, director Andrews for helping
Sherwood said , was not an her sink into the right state of
easy task.
mind for the play.
"The hardest thing for me
"Jennifer brought a lot out
to portray was the age, I'm J9 of. me that I never thought was
and had to really slow myself there. She created images to
down to resemble the age." help me understand the role ."
said Sherwood. "I had to con- said Sherwood. "In the closing
stantly remind myself that scene, Jennifer told me to
Thelma has back problems and imagine that all of my closest
moves very slowly when stand- friends that I love had just been
ing up or sitting down.
.shot and I'm the only person
"I wore ankle weights to there, standing shocked and
class a few days before the helpless, with no one to help."
opening and it helped to slow
Sherwood also said she
me," she added. "I also spent found the play to be mentally
time at home watching my taxing and tiring.
grandmother, (watching} her
"There is so much emotion
actions and the way she moves and it's hard be angry and
extremely sad all within 15
around.
Looking back two weeks minutes," she said. "Even
after the opening of the play, though it's been tough, it's
Sherwood is finding it hard to worth
,, every minute of it to
read just from what she worked me.
so diligently to adjust to.

Chi's Parents Weekend
NO COVER
$1 Longnecl<s
$250 Pitchers
D.J. &.. Dancing
FRI. - DART TOURNAMENT

$50 FIRST PLACE
$20

SECOND PLACE

$10

THIRD PLACE
MINIMUM OF 25 ENTRIES

FREE FOOD 4-5 DURING SIGN UPS

Parents Weekend Special
Show Mom & Dad that
you care ... with a

Corsage and Boutonnier
many styles and prices available

Special Delivery Rate -- FREE
on campus with $5 purchase

Noble Flower Shop
503 Jefferson
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345-7007
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SHANNON THOMAS/Staff photographer

Amy Sherwood (left), and Rebecca Snead (right), star in 'night Mother which will performed at
the Playroom until Suday.

Little Mexico
(East Side Of Downtown Charleston)

- New - Now Accepting [ VISA
Visa

I

[·'•'I
Mastercard

Featuring
Mexican And American Food

Fiesta Hour
'

WELCOME
PARENTS!!

Mon - Thurs 5-7Rm

Free Chips with Hot &.. Mild Sauce
Serving Beer, Wine, and Margaritas
Carrv - out also available 345 - 2223

M-W 10:36- Bpm Thurs 10:30- 9pm Fri&. Sat 10:30- 10pm

FRIDAY
NO COVER 'TIL 9:30
$1 ~JELLO SHOTS

SATURDAY
DOORS OPEN AT 3:00
NO COVER TIL 8:00
LIVE D.J. 9 to 1

BOCCI BALL-POOL-DARTS

Soundgarden and Nirvana: the keys to Seattle
Soundgarden
Badmotorfinger
A&M
Nirvana
Nevennind

DGC
By TIM SHEllBERG

1don't think there are many people in
the know, regarding Seattle and the
future of rock 'n roll. For about four years
now, the best of the loudest, and the loudest of the rest hailed from - believe it or
don't - the Emerald city. The music scene
in Seattle is kind of an Athens, Ga. with
the fuzz turned up to 11 and beyond,
containing less of the glam and more of
the "wham-barn."
Soundgarden and Nirvana are nothing
ss than testaments to this theory. On
Badmotorfinger, Soundgarden's followup to 1989's pioneering Louder Than
Love, and Nevermind, Nirvana's majorlabel debut, the flash and pop-metal elements found in the Skid Rows, Van
Halens and even the Guns and Roses of
today are kept to a bare minimum, if existent at all.
But while Soundgarden pumps up the
volume and contains it to a crunching
overhaul on Badmotorfinger, Nirvana
shoots out of every direction on
Nevermind with a fresh sense of guidance (or lack of) that has never been
detected before.
This does not mean that the connsed schizophrenic on Badmotorfinr offers a kinder, gentler Soundgarden,
ough. On Louder Than Love, a bombastic collection of tracks that makes Faith
o More's version of Black Sabbath's
War Pigs" sound as whimpy as Tony
nnett. Soundgarden ripped shingles off
Us and peeled off paint all at a midempo pace (and. made the phrase
"gonna kill your mother" actually hip).

Soundgarden

Nirvana
Soundgarden's beautiful musical aggra- contains its rambunctious moments:
vated assault continues on Badmotorfin- "Jesus Christ Pose," the album's first singer, but with more grit and pounce than gle (and probably the best song title of the
Love. In fact, most of Badmotorfinger, - year), is hard rock's "Helter Skelter."
thanks mainly to skinsman Matt Cameron "Face Pollution" in Soundgarden's case,
and newly-hired bassman Ben Shepard, - is the closest they have gotten to
swings so hard that it makes Love sound Metallica's speed punch, and "New
like swamp metal. "Rusty Cage," Damage," - opens with an ear-shattering
"Drawing Flies" and "Room a Thousand wail, which even Robert Plant would have
Years Wide" are all the proof needed.
to flop his mane in approval to, - Is
But while Badmotorfinger's swingv downright mean.
Yet, not even Chris Cornell's wail in
replaces Louder Than Love's slush, it still

istorte(l~ViSlOD

the intro to "New Damage" can hold
water to Nirvana's glass-shattering
Nevermind. A colossal wallop of biting
axes, bashing skins and vocals from hell,
Nevermind is easily the best hard rock
debut album since - of all albums Soundgarden's Louder Than Love.
Although they hail from Seattle, I have
absolutely no idea where this trio (another
amazing thought: until I saw the video for
"Smells Like Teen Spirit," I thought
Nirvana had to be at least a quartet) pulls
this hellacious sound from. Yet buried
somewhere in Nevermind's mix is a harmony that, in the pop-metal r:ontext of
today, would be best suited for Bon Jovi's
follow-up to New Jersey. But Nirvana
substitutes polish for rasp in their
harmonies here - especially on "In
Bloom," "Breed" and "Polly," - and the
results are sadistically breathtaking.
Nirvana doesn't sing harmonies, they
scream them with glorious results.
But, like Soundgarden's Led Zeppelin/Black Sabbath connection, Nirvana's influences, however obscure, are
detected. "Come As .You Are," for
instance, echoes Doolittle-day Pixies, and
"Lithium" could very well be a cross-blend
between Rubber Soul-era Beatles with
The Replacements' Tim.
But as a whole, Nevermind, like
Badmotorfinger, is nothing short of original whomp-and-stomp. These two albums
are ali the proof needed to see that Los
Angeles sucks when it comes to finding
original music, and with the video for
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" in Paula Abdullike rotation on M1V, the Seattle migration might very well take to the masses
sooner than expected.
The reasons to look to Seattle for the
future of rock-and-roll are evident on
Badmotorfinger and Nevermind, - two
albums which, if anything, are among the
best albums of the year, and maybe even
the top two hard-rock albums.

· ,. . · ··

lur visible, but not viable tO other Manchester acts
If you're thinking Blur is
st another English guitarsed band you are probably
ht. There is little new, little
teresting , and little exciting
out Blur's American debut
bum Leisure. The music by
is English quartet isn't offenve or grating, in fact it's
easant to listen to.
But it's just "blah."
The most energetic song on
isure is the hit single "The's No Other Way." It's very
nceable and the guitar work
fun , but like most of Blur's
gs, the lyrics are cheerless.
ger Damon Albarn whines

and complains on every track,
and the effect isn't depressing
lyrics - it's annoying lyrics.
The sixth sgng, "Repetition" is lethargic and dull.
Nearly 5 1/2 minutes with little variation and nasally lyrics
make for a drone experience.
Maybe they are trying to make
a statement by making the
song monotonous. It's unfortunate they have to waste the
listener's time in doing so.
Things pick up slightly with
"Bad Day" and "High Cool,"
but slightly is the key word. To
put it simply Blur is not very
dynamic or original. Maybe
the best song lyrically is the
incredibly dreary arid tiresome
"Birthday."
The album does have high
points. The songs "There's No
Other Way", "I Know," "Bad

Eastern Illinois University Theatre
resents

Day," and "Slow Down" are
catchy, and even with the
gloomy lyrics are upbeat musically.
However, that's only a third
of the album and doesn't
make it worth buying. Leisure
will succeed on college radio
and MTV because they can
eliminate the drudgery.
Somewhere among the
thick limey accents and unimaginative lyrics is a fairly
decent band. Unfortunately, if
you've heard the Stone Roses,
Charlatans UK, Northside,
5:30, or the Wendys, you've
heard Blur. Leisure has the
same trippy guitars, the same
Hammond organ, the same
drum beat, and the same
bloody accent we have come
to expect from British groups.
Perhaps the song titles,

"Repetition" and "Wear Me
Down" best sum up what to

expect from Blur.

•
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* STU.DENTS *

'NIGHT, MOTHER

1992 Spring Break to SOUTH PADRE
Airfare: $160° 0 from St. Louis

A Drama by Marsha Norman
p.m. November 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16
p.m. November 10, 17

March 21-28

Book Now! Will go fast!!

In the Studio -- Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.

Call Charleston Travel 345-7731
•

•
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Deluxe and Budget Units
Just west of College
Color TV, Room Phones, Higway 16 Major Credit
Air Conditon and Heat
Cards Acc.
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Parents means profit for area businesses
BY RICH BIRD
and J. A. WINDERS

Many establishments in and
around the Charleston area will
experience a surge in their daily
business this weekend.
The welcomed arrival of
Eastern's parents ' weekend is
greeted with open arms by
hotels, retail stores, bars and any
other local isle of consumer consumption that can offer their
goods and services to the morns
and dads of Eastern students.
Of course, for those moms'
and dads' sakes, they'd best have
established a firm credit rating as
well as a place to stay, because
the seats for this show were sold
well in advance.
According to Charlie Hall,
assistant manager at Fat Albert's
in Mattoon, "Friday and Saturday will be packed, and Sunday
will be busier than normal," but
"Saturday will be just crazy."
Having started taking reservations for Parents' Weekend in
August, and stopping shortly
over a month ago, Hall said that
everyone at Fat Albert's should
be prepared for what the onslaught of parents and their students should bring. "One woman
even asked to make reservations
for next year," he said.
April Cizek, front office manager at the Mattoon Holiday Inn,
said that making reservations a
year in advance is common.
"We take reservations for parents' weekend a year in advance, " Cizek said. "We already
have people calling, now, wanting to make reservations for parents' weekend next year."
Cizek said rooms at the hotel
are booked up "two hours after
we start (taking reservations) ,"
and that a deposit of $100 is
required on that day.
Cizek also said C.W. Dandy's,
the Holiday Inn's in-hotel resturaunt, is another hot spot during

parents' weekend.
from folk to jazz to even acousti"On Saturday night (during cal have been scheduled in two
Parents' Weekend), we have a . of the bars' four rooms. Reynbuffet since there are so many olds also said he is looking forpeople, that they (all) can't order ward to the weekend crowd.
off the menu."
"I've heard our regulars and
"Overall, " Cizek added, "it is frequenters tend to bring the parour busiest weekend of the year. " ents out, " Reynolds said. "It's a
Rocky Patel, assistant manag- more mature audience; grad stuer of the recently-opened Econo- dents, seniors, etc."
Not only do the parents'
Lodge, reiterated Cizek's sentiweekend festivities cause an
ments.
"Before we were opened they enjoyable and much welcomed
started calling, " he said. "(Our disruption to the everyday norm
rooms were) full (for Parents of the hotel/bar /resturaunt
Weekend) within a month of scene, but basic retail outlets are
opening."
affected as well.
Although the Econo-Lodge is
Debi Dammerman, an empnew to the area, Patel said the loyee at Mister Music Ltd. in
Parents' Weekend experience Mattoon, said they feel the
was nothing foreign to their effects mostly in the area of
staff's collective experience.
major electronics purchases
"We have worked in other col- instead of the smaller individual
lege towns," _Patel said. "This is recordings during the weekend's
rush. Tapes and CDs sell well,
not totally new to us."
Dee, a bartender at E.L. Dammerman said, but larger sysKrackers who refused to give her tems seem to move more rapidly
last name, reiterated the senti- during parents' weekend than
ment that seemed to be the gen- during other times.
"Kids will bring their parents
eral consensus of the masses, "It
is definitely our busiest time of in and show them a system for
the year." However, E.L. Krack- the dorm room," Dammerman
ers, a popular restaurant close to said. "And with it being close to
campus, does not take reserva- . Christmas, it is not uncommon
for them to walk out with a huge
tions for Parents' Weekend.
Many local drinking establish- fisher system."
"It truly is plastic time," she
ments profess to having a good
turn91.1t of students who bring the added.
Others within the mall echoed
parental units out for a night on
the thoughts of Mellisa Price, an
the town.
Friends and Co., another employee at Elder-Beerman,
established watering hole that when she said that although the
has welcomed students and their overall effects of the influx canpaerents for over five years, has not be felt immediately, she was
also been gearing up for the positive that it "helps."
invasion of the parents .
Ira Barrett, owner of Tokens,
Friends' owner Tom Reyn- the veritable oasis of Eastern and
olds , who recently purchaced Greek products , is taking the
and remodeled the bar, noted expected rush in stride.
that the recent remodeling
"0-Ne) jusf expect them-being
opened new space to book here Saturday for an above averentertainment "funneled in the age day of sales," Barrett said.
direction of parents."
Reynolds said musical acts
spanning the musical spectrum

COLLEGE INN MOTEL
Phone(217)345-3935
John Bowles, Manager Commercial, Students
& Parents Welcome

415 W. Lincoln
Charleston , IL 61920

Z's Hair Design
-CellophanesThe New Transparent Haircolor
Paul Mitchell-Sebastian-Brocato

.345-5451

212 6th ST.

_.Hey Parents!. ..
Don't let your rifl 24 ~r.
kids come home l:J Maintenance
ri11 1, 3 & 4 Bedrooms
to this:
[!] Dishwashe~

ri1l

~ ~~~:h~~::;oom
~Available

.---:.-=~---.

[!] Central Air

[!] Fully Furnished

[!] Jacuzzi

[!] Garbage Disposal

[!] On-site
Management

[!] Basic Cable Paid

345-2363
Now Leasing

Let us provide the spacious
living your young adult deserves at:

YO.UNGSTOWN

•

Cambridge - Nantucket
Off S. 9th St.

WELCOME
PARENTS!
COME JOIN US!
MASSES:
2 Pairs of Contacts
$9')

,

Newman

Catholic
Center

Saturday- 1/2 hour after the
game (arqund s:oo p.m.)
Sunday- 9:00 a:m.
11 :00 a.m·.

INCLUDES:
Our IWldard daily wear aoft
lenses, a d)orough exam, cold

care tit, initNctiona for use
and care and 30 days
follow-up care.

WHERE:

Buzzard Auditorium
(On 7th St in the Buzzard Building)

COFFEE &
DONUTS:

In between Masses
on Sunday Morning

904 E. Lincoln
2 Blocks East of
OLD MAIN
Dr. Steven H. Lane, O.D.
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(No Saturday Night Mass at 6:30 p.m.
All Masses at Buzzard Auditorium)
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'Backdraft' burns, 'Bob' blows it

~

By BRET LOMAN

between their characters is of
constant conflict and of constant
Two of the summer's biggest interest. Another performance of
movies have hit video stores: note is Robert De Niro's, as an
"Backdraft" and "What About intense fire inspector.
Bob?" both made a big impresDirector Ron Howard pulls
sion at the box-office, each mak- together a larger-than-life film .
ing more than $50 million dollars The special effects are fascinating
and both making the top 10 box- and the fire scenes almost
couldn't get any more real.
office hit lists of the summer.
The best part, though, is the
But there was one big difference between the two. It's not ending,, which comes from left
that one is a comedy and the field. It was a total surprise.
There could have been some
other a drama.
It's not that one stars two better character development,
Hollywood hearthrobs and the especially with the film's female
other stars two Holly-wood veter- characters. The roles of Russell's
ans. The biggest difference is that estranged wife (Rebecca De
"Backdraft" is hot, and "What Mornay) and Baldwin's ex-girlfriend (Jennifer Jason Leigh)
About Bob?" is not.
"Backdraft" stars William almost seem like props with their
Baldwin and Kurt Russell as two lack of screen time and developfirefighting brothers. Russell is ment. But that flaw is not enough
the big brother, who has separat- to dampen "Backdraft."
On to the bad news.
ed from his life after choosing
"What About Bob? " stars
his profession over his family.
Baldwin is the young gun who Richard Dreyfuss as a successful
has gone from career to career, psychiatrist. He has a wonderful
finally deciding that he should family, a successful career and all
the trimmings.
make firefighting his life.
What Dreyfuss doesn't foresee
Russell believes his brother's
sudden urge to become a fire- is Bob (Bill Murray). Bob
fighter is just a phase, a phase becomes a patient of Dreyfuss'
that could cost someone their just before he is about to go on
life. When Baldwin is accepted vacation. That's something Bob
into the Chicago fireman's train- can't handle - being without his
ing program, Russell pulls some psychiatrist, that is. So Bob folstrings to get his brother sta- lows Dreyfuss, much to his chagrin.
tioned with him.
What Dreyfuss finds out is that
It's brother against brother to
Murray is worse than a pesky fly.
see who will back down.
"Backdraft" has a really terrific He won't go away and Dreyfuss
cast; Russell and Baldwin are_ becomes obsessed with getting
excellent together. The chemistry rid of him.

345-2466

CHICKEN SANDWICH, FRIES &. 20 OZ. DRINK

$319

Friday Only

Lincoln fire Trotection1)ist.Vo1unteer

5at.lJov 16th, 1991 ~am to 7pm
s300 . 1so • Free '!
"What about Bob?" probably
seemed funny to many, but I just
couldn't feel sorry for Murray - I
kept getting mad at Murray for
making Dreyfuss' life miserable. It
wasn't funny for me.
Just like I always feel sorry for
Tom , the cartoon cat, when
Jerry hits him with a pan or
when the Roadrunner makes
Wile E. Coyote fall off the cliff.
It's not funny.
Besides that, Julie Haggerty who plays Dreyfuss' wife - must
be the most annoying actress
working in Hollywood today.
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Welcome Parents
II
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Will Be:

10 oz. Cut Prime Rib Dinner

$12.95

Jumbo

We have a great variety ofEIU clothing

or
Sea Scallops (Breaded
Broiled)

Just $12.75

- Several New Styles of Sweats
Have Just Arrived!
- Bud and Miller Novelty Shirts
- EIU Quilt Lined Jackets $15.00 off

Located By
Cross Country Mall - Mattoon

7th &

We also have a great selection of EIU
Souvenirs:

Mon~ l'allt

- Mom and Dad Coffee Cups
- Pennants - Stickers
- Glassware - Teddy Bears

On the Square
Charleston, IL

MOM & DAD:
Save This!
§..................................................................................

The Balk:x:ln &Gift Defivery
D~partment

Welcome
Parents!

for any occasion:
birthday, graduation,
·congratulations...

ftudent's Name_ _ __ _ _ __
iAddress_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

I

iOccasion_ _ _ _ __

I.MAIL ro:
$9.95 - BALLOON BOUQUET, CANDY,
CARD & DELIVERY
:

-

The finest 'in jazz & rock
The finest in atmosphere & entertainme nt
Choice o f over 60 importe d bottle d beers
Gu innes s Stout, Harp, Dou ble Diamond and
Wood Pecker Cider on tap
- An incomparable selection of fine liqueurs
and spirits
- Over 20 different scotches
- Kitchen open daily: 11 a .m.-9:00 p.m.

_ _ __

40~e-.
Charleston, II 6192
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Across from Old Main

TREAT YOURSELF TO THE QUALITY
.
YOU DESERVE
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obertson' s latest story a bore
According to the album's liner
tes, Storyville "is a section of
ew Orleans once dedicated to
living, hot music and moonburnt nights." "Man, if these
s could talk" reads the phrase
the back of former band leadr Robbie Robertson's latest
urn, named after that area of
town.
Well, the music isn't exactly
t. In fact, if you buy Storyville
xpecting something like
obertson's 1987 self-titled
ebut, you'll be surprised.
owhere on :this latest album are
e hard, driving tracks that
e Robbie Robertson a landrk album.

The quantity of guest performances on Storyville are low,
when compared to Robbie
Robertson. But the two tracks
that featu re prominent guest
artists are among the best on the
new album - "Go Back To Your
Woods," co-written and featuring
the background vocals of Bruce
Hornsby, has .a lively horn section and upbeat lyrics and
"Soapbox Preacher," which features Robertson's longtime friend
Neil Young on background
vocals, is of enjoyable fare.
Yet the most noteworthy
tracks on Storyville are those
which are reminiscent of the
highlights on Robbie Robertson.
"Hold Back The Dawn," for
instance, sounds a lot like the
debut album's "Broken Arrow,"
and "Day of Reckoning (Burnin'
for You)" is haunted by images
from 1987's "Somewhere Down
the Crazy River."

•

When you've listened to the
whole album, what you're left
with is a collection of songs that
are, for the most part, boring.
The lyrics make for good reading, but the actual music just isn't
very stining.
I wanted to like this album
because I had liked Robbie
Robertson so much, but after listening to Storyvi lie several
times, I only wanted to listen to
that debut album again.
Maybe if Robertson had utilized more guest musicians, the
album would have had a different
attitude sound.
If you're a die-hard Robertson fan, you might be able to live
with this album, absorbing the
few good tracks over and over
again. However, if you're new to
Robertson, pass this one up and
buy his landmark debut album
instead.

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALL!
Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844

r----------,
r----------,
: Large Single : : Small Single :
1 Ingredient

Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke: : & Quart of Coke:

: $7.95 : : $5.95 :

e Vito's 'Money' bad currency
Danny DeVito has had to endure mostly supportgrole status in movie roles since his film debut in
e early 70s.
He has turned his diminutive stature and brash
medic style into some wonderful comedic roles
the silver screen, including "Romancing the
tone," "Jewel of the Nile" and "War of the Roses."
With those successes, it seemed like the timing
right to give DeVito a chance to carry a film on
own.
Apparently, Hollywood has taken the cue with
release of "Other People's Money." But while
Vito does an excellent job in the title role, the
vie as a whole proves otherwise. .
"Other People's Money" stars Danny DeVito asJ.i>.
sinessman who most womI s!y has n soul.-He ves money. He especially loves other people's
ney, and he'll think of anything to get it.
In this case, DeVito has his eye on a new compa: the New England Wire & Cable Company.
Vito is a shareholder in' the company - it's mak-

ing a good profit, but it could make more if the
owner shut down some sections of the company.
He figures it's time for a little hostile takeover.
But he doesn't count on company's owner,
played by Gregory Peck, who tells De Vito he '11
fight him all the way.
·
What ensues is a fight to take over the company
and a fight to keep it. But DeVito doesn't know
about Peck's secret weapon: his beautiful, lawyer
daughter, played by Penelope Ann Miller.
"Other People's Money" has some wonderful
performances, led by DeVito. He's played a lot of
characters that were nasty but had some redeeming
qualities. This is not true in this film. He's downright dirty and I loved it.
The film, as a whole, is another story. There's
~st not much funn about it. The film's writers •
thr w in some unny lines, but a slow beginning 1
and Jong drawn-out sympathetic speeches by
De Vito and Peck near the end almost put me to
sleep.
"Other People's Money" got my five dollars. But
hopefully, it won't get yours.

I
I I
I
I Delivered 345-2844 I I Delivered 345-2844 I
:

Expires May 31st, 1992 :

:

Expires May 31st, 1992 :

~------~---.J

L----------.J
r----------,
Large Two
: : . Small Two
:
r---------~,

1 Ingredient

Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke : : & Quart of Coke :

: $9.25 : : $6.95 :
I

I I

I

I Delivered 345-2844 I I Delivered 345-2844 I
:

Expires May 31st, 1992 :

: . Expires May 31st, 1992 :
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1
COACH
EDDY
S
Panther Sport Shoppe
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN

Friends &.. C

--.--.....
TI
Mf T tifA Tl2( $3.00....
Downtown Mattoon • 259·9228

0

Parents Weekend
Chicken Breast Dinner

or Rlbeye Dinner

$'75°

Sat. Night Entertainment

Quintessence
In Middle Room

Cathy Richardson w I

VISION in

E1u·s

AllShtMs

Bel019oJp111

Food Specials

o.\\ i

WMt foy

CHRISTMAS

STARTS TONITEI

B~herS
.· . ~fe

LARGEST SELECTION.OF
MOM, DAD, EIU, & GREEK
CREWNECK SWEATSHIRTS!!

DEMI
MOORE

Dungeon

JEFF

DANIELS
:.~;~~:OUNT

IPG·tlJ

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45,7 :00,9:10
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 p.m.
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 & 7:00

RUSSELL • MEDALLION

.....
To. . · A- 'J'
HEAVYWEIGHT CREWS

EIU - MOM - DAD - ALUMNI - GREEK
'

'

'..\

.

FRI/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:30, 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:15 & 7:30

DfCflVfD
GOLDIE
::::::>

Loonies and losers•••

"tG£SS41f )'

~
FAVSAT NITE 7:15 & 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 p.m.
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:15 Only

IPGl

HAWN~

WARNER llROS• •

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:00, 9:00 ·
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 & 7:00

•

j.

EIU JACKETS
NOW

UltifEif~ STAIRS ~

Now S1t0w1111GI

:i:,.

FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:15, 9:20
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 & 7:15

JHJ••m ,.

.. .

ATliL&:TIC

EIU ·PKO
COLLEGIATE
HATS!!

Shoes Closeout
STARTER
PKO-JACKETS 2 -TABLES!!
NIKE
REEBOK
AS I CS
SAUCONY
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Pagliai's Pizza

~

Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke

P.11NTHER

LOUNGE
......___...

A chat with the
Smithereens

TONIGHT

For the Low Price of

25¢
DRAFf

$7.95plust
Unless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

50¢ Longnecks

Editor .... Tim Shellberg
Associate .... Jason Winders
Art Director .... Rich Bird

SATURDAY NITE

345-3400

25¢
DRAFf

Copy .... Kelly Doyle, Mick Bond, Marjie Barrett
Staff .... Grace Thorne, Jay Askin, Brett Loman,
Matt Johnson, Matt Campbell, Jamie Riley

Expires 12131/91

· Late Nite Special
FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 1op.
(with regular cheese)
Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thi

75¢

A Shellberg/Winders/Carlson production

Mickeys Malt

(Special thanks to Stars and Stripes Video)

No coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offe

Cl)

...

.c

Varied
Donahue

c

Regis &
Sally J.
Kathie Lee Raphael
rice Is

Jenny

0

Varied

Donahue

Jones

Right

Closer look

Young &

Match Game

news

Restless

News

New Mike

Magnum,

Hammer

P.I.

etting Fit Divorce t.
Workout

Flintstones
Laverne/Shirl Do Yoursel :05)

Read Rain.
Readng
Cooking

ones

Body Mot. Face Music Geraldo

Mr. Rogers

otel

Bod.Shap NameTt..ne

Sesame
all ace

CHARLESTON CABLE GUIDE .
NICK ....................... 16
MTV ....................... .18
TNN ........................19
TWC ....................... 20
CNBC ..................... 22
AMC .......................23
ESPN ......................24
TNT ........................ 25
USA ........................ 26
ARTS ...................... 27
COURT ................... 28

Varied

Honeymoon

Varied

Success Life Mid-Day
Varied
Wild Wild

DOOL

WTWO (NBC) ............... 2
WCIA(CBS) ................... 3
CNN ..............................5
WAND(ABC) ............... .. 7
FOX ...............................8
DISC .............................9
WGN ........................... 10
FAM ............................. 11
WILL (PBS) ................. 12
LIFE ............................ 13
WTBS .......................... 15

Odd Couple

hips

Varied

West

WEIU ......................... 29
LOCAL ....................... 30
WTHI (CBS) .... ... ........ 31
C-SPAN ............ :........ 32
WICD (NBC) .............. 33
QVC ...........................34
DISNEY .......................4
SHOW ............. ............ 6
ENCORE ................... 14
HB0 ........................... 17
TMC ........................... 21

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11 :30

Ma~ock

Flesh'n Blood

Secrets of the

Legends of

Unknown

College Basketball Wrote

Caroll Burnett

Dear John
Reasonalbe

Rosie O'Neill

Murder, She

Perfect Stcanger

College Basketball

Beyond Reality

Baby Talk

UCLA vs. Indiana

Ray Bradbury
Swamp Thing

20/20

Doubts

Movie:

Washington Week

Kinjite

Wall Street Week
Doris Day

News

Disney

LA Law
Movie:

Little House

Vital Signs

o/t Praire

American Masters

Hitchhiker

Combat
Generation

News

News

News

NFL'S Greatest

Movie:

Night Court

Being Served?

Spenser: For

Sneak Preview

Tonight

M*A*S*H

Love Connection

SportsCenter

Princess Warrior

Kojak

Movie:

Hire

Crazy Moon

Johnny B

Rodeo

Movie
Movie

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Gidget
College Football
Golden Girls
Walter Emily

Trains ...

Empty Nest

Who's the Boss

Arkansas at

Movie:

Movie:

Growing Pains

Texas A & M

Cameron's Closet

Rooster

Young Riders

Cogburn

Nurses
Sisters

awe re nee

elk

100,000 Fortune
Nat King Cole
Movie: The
Band Wagon

P.S. I Luv U

Commish

News

News

News

Sat. Nile Live

Current Affair

WKRP

Hitchhiker

Diego State

Beyond Reality

Honeymooner

Movie:

Movie:

Married..

Safari

Jazz

Charlie Hoover

Wings

Ace of Spies

Star Trek: The

Adventures

Hannay

Next Generation
Comic Strip Live

Wheels
Hollywood Stunt
Mom. of Courg.

No Job for a Lady
French Fieids

Autograph
Algiers

Billy Jack

Hidden Room
Confessions

erra

Meatballs II

Ent. Tonigtit

Night Court

Golf

60 Minutes

Life Goes On

NFL Primetime

Movie:

Get a Life
Veronica Clare

BYU at San

Cops

Last Prostitute

Hire

Smithsonian

LIFE-13

P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Movie: The

Mark and Brian
Eerie, Indiana

Medicine

Night Court
Movie: Back

Murder, She
Wrote

Funniest Videos
Funniest People

To the Future
Part II

A Child's Name

Movie: The Woman

Browns at
Oilers

Star Search
Silk Stalking

Who Sinned
Counterstrike
News

News

News

Roggin's Heroe

Magnum, P.I.

Lifestyles...

Baywatch

Nature

Internal Med.
Roe

Masterpiece

Cardiology

Married...

Theater

Internal Med.

Herman's Head

All Creatures

08/Gyn. Update

Sunday comics

Shark Hunter

Arsenic (10:20)

Wings

News

Great and Small

Family Practice

Replay

Piglet Files

Journal Update

Sandbaggers

Prescribing

SportsCenter

Stalking

NFL's Greatest

Hollywood Insider

Monsters

Alexei Sayles Stuff

Adventures of Robin Hd

Wings over Water

NationaJGeo.
Explorer
Cosmos

Incidental Kill

NBA
Shelly
After Henery

Runaway

Street Justice
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Living Planet

Family Practice

Pump It Up!

Living Planet

All in Good Faith
Dragnet

Hawk.sat

BROADWAY
JOE'S
CLASSIC ROCK
FRIDAY NIGHT

Hi, maw.
Parents' weekend has once again befallen here at
mythical and enchanted Land o' Stan. With its
· comes the expected onslaught of "quality musifamily entertainment."
We here think this form of "blandertainment" is
a like a Sweet & Low substitute, if there could
be such a thing.
m Motown to doo-wop, from comedy to counto even acts of a certain quality that could othergraze a Vegas stage (we hear the Tic-Toe Lounge
been vacant for a while. Steve and Edie are on
, ya know), Eastern has welcomed them all with
attitude that seems to say "Give me your poor, your
and your 'we can't find any work since The Love
t shut down."'
· ce our rally for a Grand Funk Railroad/Canned
t!fhree Dog Night triple-billing was instantly
by UB, join us now for the TALK IS CHEAP
5 PASTERN PARENTS' WEEKEND ACTS
All TIME

Nix 86 from Champaign
Parents Weekend
WCBH Live Remote
Post Tailgate Party
Wanderers from Decatur

&

RESTAURANT

EJ llJ

Accepted

2 Big Screen T. V. 's

Open at Noon

Kitchen Hours
(LUNCH)
M-F 11 am - 1 pm
Sat 11 am - 2 pm
DINNER: 7 Days a
week 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Benje and Bebops
Free Pool
Sat & Sun
1-4

1/2 lb ground sirloin
Pub Burger w/ Fries

$3.00

It's here at

r- - - - 10
-o- ~ - - - - - ,
I -- - ·, _.
ro.dlSCO~nt on I
- -,~._.., -~ any item with
1 · ·'!:, .- -j · ,~,; coupon
1

... and the number one PARENTS' WEEKEND ACT OF AIL TIME...
1 -TONY BENNElT (1984) ... For God's sake, we had TONY!!!!! Let's just say that Tony left more
his heart in old San Fran.
lG\ ~- ~Vt

:'lhi.1 !.='ril

-li:i.!i'iVI

~? ~t

1

1

L ~ _ -:._ _ - - - - - - - - _ .J

3 - Red Skelton (1978) He must have entertained the crowd with the overall appeal of a one-armed
dancer.
·
But wait ~ minute ....
- Red Skeiton (1982) They brought him back! Must have had a four-year dause in that contract
they signed him in '78.
Hell. At least he had more staying power than the Knack.

~.;;t. lW,~1 ~.Jd lf\1f~;Jih'

SPORTS PUB

SUNDAYS
TUESDAY NIGHT

4- Frankie Avalon (1986) Lots of sweaters, lots of smiles and damn cute hair.
Grease is the word, ya know.

!

!Jroadwa!lfl(,'s

SATURDAY NIGHT

- The Cowsills (1971) - The group, composed
brothers, their younger sister and their mother,
rs not so much like a once-hip rockin' group of
70's but more like an evil, sickeningly mutated bastion of the Partridge Family.
Oh Danny Bonaduce, where have you gone?

I

11~ '

'

.:>'.1-'0•.

~-·

1

'

.:! ~

Thank the Lord that the UB's been getting good actS such as Chuck Berry, the Four Tops and The
ptations over the last few years.
better put: If they didn't get the Temptations and got somebody like the Cowsills this year, we'd
bly take our folks to a Fossil Dogs show.

Treasure Island
Poster 75¢, $1, $2
New & Used Furniture
Paperback Book Exchange
Used Clothing
(average price $1.~)
Water Bed Supplies
348-1 041 620 W. State
Mon - Sat 1O to 5

:.

1430 E Street Charleston• 345-2155
• Sale Good thru 11-23-91
ew Hours Open • Mon-Sat 8 am - 1 O pm • Sun 9 -7

Film

99¢

r------------------------,
Photo Fllshrg Coopoo :
12 exp 24 exp 36 exp

$219

$419

$529

Good Thru 11-23-91
Bring Coupon with Order

Reg 1.4a

L------------------------~

Audio Tapes
For Recording
avyweight$1 99 5 Pack 90 min
t Socks
· 6 Pack 60 min

$499
-

TDK • Memorex • Fuji

Bud or Miller
Beer

$S49

12 Pack
24-7oz

Little

JoseCuetvo

King's
or

12 - 12oz

Labatts Beer
$6~
OR

$579

Margarita

Party Pack
750 h~uila
$1 ~
1 L~er Margarita Mix .

PEPSI

2 LITER
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99¢
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ROCK AND ROLL ELEMENTARY
"YOUR JOLLY HABERDASHER"

'TU~

CAT SAt ov
0,JJ£ ,,4oR€ ltAe

Nov. 15
Thru
-- Dec. 15
.

-f"' e RA f. ~
BoBBj-

?l£
1

·-f)

" ON
CAMPUS"

)ayl.es

' ;t,;:~
"

~~

•

I

1

407A LINCOLN AVENUE
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
PHONE 217-345-6944

1

RON & SUE LEATHERS
OWNERS

Nov. 15
Thru
Dec. 15

STUDENT APPRECIATION SALE!

1/2 Price:
'

LEVI JEANS
&
JACKETS

·
SELECTED
HOODED SWEATS SPORTCOATS &
DRESS SLACKS

20°/o OFF:
EASTERN JACKETS ALL SHORTS EASTERN PRE-PRINT
SWEATS
JANTZEN SWEATERS
DRESS SHIRTS BY:
(LONDON·FOG)
RUSSELL ATHLETIC
SWEATSHIRTS & PANTS
$9°0 - 2nds

RUSSELL ATHLETIC
T-SHIRTS
$4°0 - 2nds
I

PARENTS & STUDENT
SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS!

CROSS COUNTY MALL
WELCOMES PARENTS!
Mall Hours
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday Noon-5 p.m.

Gift Certificates

may be purchased for any store in the mall, in any
denomi'nation. We except Visa &.. Mastercard.
Certificates are available in the Mall office

Stores
Baily's Aladdin s Castle
Bidwell 's Candies
Cirlin's Hallmark
City Hall Leathers
Claire's Boutique
Consolidated Communication Center
Cross County Mall Antiques &.. Crafts
Cross County Travel
Deb Shop
Elder Beerman
Elder Beerman Beauty Salon
Endicott Johnson
1

• 12B ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

~ Sho~s

Fashions USA
Fat Alberts
General Nutrition Center
Glik s
Goods Sports
Hillman jewelry
It's the Barry's Yogurt Shop
J.C. Penneis
J.C. Penney s Beauty Salon
j.P.'s Sandwich Shop
K-M art
Kinney's Shoes
1

1

Maurice s
Mister Music
Payless Shoe Source
Pets Plus
Radio Shack
Regis Beauty Salon
Sears
So-Fro Fabrics
Stuarts
Valumax
Waldenbooks
Walgreens
1

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER, 15, 1

